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ABSTRACT
THE EFFECTS OF POSTACTIVATION POTENTIATION ON
SUBSEQUENT 40-YARD SPRINT PERFORMANCE IN
16- TO 23-YEAR-OLD MALE ATHLETES
Cody James Yates, M.S.Ed.
Department of Kinesiology and Physical Education
Northern Illinois University, 2017
Peter J. Chomentowski, III, Thesis Director
Postactivation potentiation (PAP) is a physiological adaptation which enables the
muscles’ contractile properties to optimally perform. PAP is engendered through preperformance conditioning activities (maximal or submaximal effort), such as a parallel back
squat performed prior to a vertical jump test. PURPOSE: The purpose of this study was to
determine the effects of postactivation potentiation on subsequent 40-yard sprint performance in
16- to 23-year-old male athletes, specifically, the effects of hexagonal bar deadlifts (HBD) and
weighted sled sprints (WSS) as PAP-loading protocols. METHODS: Thirty-one male subjects
(age, 16.9 ± 1.4 years; height, 180.2 ± 6.2 cm; weight 83.4 ± 19.2 kg) participated in this study.
Testing sessions included two different visits, a control trial and a PAP-loading protocol trial
separated by ~48-hours, counterbalanced, allowing each subject to act as his own control. The
HBD (n = 8) group performed four sets of HBD as the PAP-loading protocol, using body weight
(BW) to calculate estimated one repetition max (1RM). The WSS (n = 23) group performed four
sets of WSS for 15-yards, using WSS loads of 25%, 50%, and 50% BW. Both PAP-loading
protocols were followed by a 6-minute rest period and concluded with two laser-timed 40-yard
sprint performances. Control trials for both groups consisted of identical time intervals as the
PAP trial, with basic active movement utilized instead of the PAP-loading protocol. RESULTS:
The PAP trials had faster average 40-yard sprint times (5.35 ± 0.44 s) compared to the control

trials (5.39 ± 0.39 s) for all subjects. The average difference for the PAP trials (-0.04 ± 0.10) was
statistically significant (p = 0.029). However, there was statistical significance (p = 0.035)
between PAP-loading groups, with WSS being the only group to improve in sprint time for the
PAP trial. The WSS group improved in 40-yard sprint time for the PAP trial (5.33 ± 0.45 s)
compared to the control trial (5.40 ± 0.41 s) with a PAP difference of -0.06 ± 0.10 s for 40-yard
sprint time. CONCLUSION: The use of a PAP-loading protocol enhances 40-yard sprint
performance, with the use of WSS proving to generate faster sprint times compared to the HBD.
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INTRODUCTION
Sport performance physiology is the foundation of training programs designed to enhance
an individual’s physiological capabilities, ultimately to gain a competitive advantage over the
opposition. Coaches, trainers, and athletes are continually incorporating revolutionary concepts
to harness and maximize any potential physiological adaptations that occur due to training
specificity. Sport-skill assessment combines and showcases specifically highlight the relentless
effort, time, and emphasis individuals allocate to attempt to outperform the competition. Each
year thousands of individuals participate in skill assessment combines that seek to quantify
athletes’ skill attributes with the utilization of various timed sprints and explosive movements.
This holds true for high schoolers looking to play collegiate sports or even collegiate players
looking to reach the professional level. According to Herrea (2015), there is a low probability
(less than 1% chance) of receiving a football scholarship from an NCAA D-I program. Based on
an annual survey by the National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS, 2015),
there were 1,085,182 high school varsity football participants in the United States for the 20142015 season. This indicates that a prospective high school athlete will have to produce speed,
strength, and explosive measures to surpass other athletes. In the NFL draft skill assessment
combine a 40-yard dash sprint performance can have a significant impact on an individual’s draft
probability and draft position. A wide receiver who runs a 40-yard sprint between 4.3-4.4s has an
81% chance of being drafted, compared to 4.5-4.6s with a 51% chance of being drafted (Dhar,
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2011; King, 2013). Having an acute advantage to outperform competition could be the difference
between making it and getting cut from the NFL.
Basic Mechanisms of PAP
Pre-performance movements and conditioning activities (e.g., individual/team warm-up)
have been utilized as preparatory routines essential for high-intensity performances and
competition since the birth of sport. Warm-up conditioning activities are accepted as a necessary
precursor to performance by coaches, players, and generally all participants of competition
(Bishop, 2003a; Smith et al., 2014). The primary purpose of pre-performance conditioning
activities is to provide increases in internal body temperature, oxygen delivery and utilization by
the muscles, neuromuscular recruitment, neuromuscular activation, as well as an increase in the
myogenic mechanisms responsible for repeated muscular contraction (Bishop, 2003a, 2003b;
Klabunde, 2012; McArdle, Katch, & Katch, 2015; Smith et al., 2014). These physiological
mechanisms undergo acute adaptations and responses, enabling maximal activation of the
muscles needed for a desired performance. Maximal muscular activation (specifically, the
intentional recruitment and activation of muscles) will be referred to as maximal voluntary
contraction (MVC).
Postactivation potentiation (PAP) is a phenomenon where a muscle’s contractile
properties are enhanced by recent muscular contractions (Folland, Wakamatsu, & Fimland, 2008;
Robbins, 2005; Sale, 2002; Smith et al., 2014; Wallace, 2015). These contractile properties
demonstrate acute adaptations resembling the various adaptations provided by pre-performance
warm-up conditioning activities, as previously mentioned. The neuromuscular and myogenic
adaptations associated with recent muscular contractions contribute to increases in the rate of
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force development (RFD) (Smith et al., 2014; Wallace, 2015). Additionally, a muscle’s
contractile properties are also hindered by extended durations of maximal voluntary contractions.
Decreases in muscular contractile properties and subsequent decreases in the rate of force
development are demonstrated through muscular fatigue (Folland et al., 2008; Sale, 2002).
Muscular fatigue proceeding prolonged maximal voluntary contractions (MVC) is well
known and demonstrated by a decrease in cellular functions, neuromuscular stimulation, and
mechanical mechanisms (Folland et al., 2008). A broad, non-specific definition of fatigue is any
quantifiable or physiological decline in muscular performance associated with muscular
contraction. Noted by Allen, Lamb, and Westerblad (2008), more specific aspects of muscular
contraction also change following the onset of muscular fatigue, such as the reduction of both
muscular shortening velocity and duration of the muscular relaxation phase following excitationcontraction coupling (Allen et al., 2008; Sale, 2002). If a muscle is stimulated continuously at a
frequency close to that which gives maximal force, then force production generally shows a
rapid decline. It is generally recognized that both the onset and recovery of fatigue are rapid for
this situation (Allen et al., 2008; Bigland-Ritchie, Jones, & Woods, 1979).
Recent muscular contractions can elicit muscle performance enhancing postactivation
potentiation, providing an ergogenic effect on subsequent athletic performance (Folland et al.,
2008; Hancock, Sparks, & Kullman, 2015; Sale, 2002; Wallace, 2015). As previously
mentioned, repeated maximal voluntary contractions are associated with reductions in the rate of
force development and a decline in muscular contractile properties, referred to as muscular
fatigue. Therefore, muscle contractions at maximal or near-maximal contraction velocities elicit
both muscular fatigue and postactivation potentiation. According to Hancock et al. (2015), there
is a simultaneous time frame in which a muscle’s contractile properties remain in both a fatigued
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state and a potentiated state. The fatigue state dissipates before the potentiated state, leaving a
“window of opportunity” in which fatigue has worn off but the muscle remains potentiated and
ready for maximal performance (Hancock et al., 2015). Hancock’s window of opportunity is
illustrated in Figure 1. The window of opportunity has many contributing factors, including
physiological, neurogenic/neuromuscular, and myogenic mechanisms (Allen et al., 2008; Enoka,
Hutton, & Eldred, 1980; Robbins, 2005; Sale, 2002; Wallace, 2015). The basic mechanisms
contributing to muscular contractile properties will be discussed prior to an in-depth analysis of
the physiological concepts augmenting the window of opportunity for postactivation
potentiation.

Figure 1: Window of opportunity for postactivation potentiation, displays the general association
of muscular fatigue and potentiation following muscular contraction. The figure displays that
fatigue dissipates more rapidly than fatigue, enabling a brief “window of opportunity” that
muscles remain able to contract optimally. Figure 1 from Hancock et al. (2015).

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Muscle Contraction Physiology

According to Brooks, Fahey, and Baldwin (2005), electrical signals originate from the
central nervous system (CNS), and is transmitted to skeletal muscles as action potentials via
motoneurons. An action potential travels through the motoneuron, causing acetylcholine (ACh)containing vesicles to fuse to the cell membrane, releasing ACh from the vesicles during a
process called exocytosis (Brooks et al., 2005); ACh then enters the synaptic cleft to transfer the
action potential into the cell membrane via the motor end plate. The action potential is
transferred when ACh binds to the nicotinic receptors’ on the muscle cell membrane, causing the
cell membrane to depolarize (Auerbach, 2015; Role & Berg, 1996). Muscle cell depolarization is
initiated by the ACh-bound nicotinic receptors’ conformational changes that enable Na+ and K+
to cross the cell membrane at the ACh-activated nicotinic voltage-gated channels (Auerbach,
2015; Klabunde, 2012; Role & Berg, 1996). Upon conformational changes to the activated
nicotinic channels, Na+ rapidly diffuses into the cell while K+ slowly leaks out of the cell. The
rapid diffusion of Na+ into the cell is a result of the cellular concentration gradient for Na+, with
a net driving force favoring the inward diffusion of Na+ (Gardiner, 2011; Klabunde, 2012; Role
& Berg, 1996). The inward diffusion of Na+ causes a polarity reversal, leading to a wave of
depolarization throughout the cell membrane, enabling transfer of excitation of the muscle cell
from the somatic motoneuron to the cell (Klabunde, 2012). The wave of depolarization travels
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down the transverse tubules, activating dihydropyridine receptors (DHPR), which are voltage
regulated sensors located on the t-tubule (Allen et al., 2008; Rebbeck et al., 2014). Once
activated, the dihydropyridine receptor undergoes a conformational change, which mechanically
initiates the conformational change and subsequent activation of the ryanodine receptor (RyR), a
Ca2+ release channel on the SR. The opening of the RyR triggers the release of Ca2+ from the SR
(Allen et al., 2008; Brooks et al., 2005; Coronado, Morrissette, Sukhareva, & Vaughan, 1994;
Rebbeck et al., 2014). According to Kamm and Stull (2011), intracellular increases of Ca2+ serve
two primary purposes/mechanisms for muscular contraction:
i. Ca2+ binds to the regulatory protein troponin-C, which causes a
conformational shift of the tropomyosin from myosin binding sites on the
actin molecule (Frontera & Ochala, 2015; Kamm & Stull, 2011; Rebbeck et
al., 2014)
ii. Ca2+ plays a role in myosin phosphorylation and conformational activation of
calmodulin (Kamm & Stull, 2011; Newman, Sorensen, Kilpatrick, & Shea,
2014; Rebbeck et al., 2014). This myogenic mechanism will be further
discussed later in this review.
Actin-binding sites on the myosin molecule, located on the myosin head (N-terminal of
the myosin molecule), attach to myosin-binding sites on the actin molecule, initiating the crossbridge formation (Frontera & Ochala, 2015; Rebbeck et al., 2014). Hydrolysis of adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) by the enzyme ATPase produces adenosine diphosphate (ADP) + organic
phosphate (Pi) + [release of energy]. This subsequent release of energy is a product of the
breakdown of the bond formed by the gamma phosphate on the ATP molecule. This release of
energy enables the myosin molecule to undergo the “power stroke” phase of excitation-
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contraction coupling (McArdle et al., 2015; Stull, Kamm, & Vandenboom, 2011). The actinmyosin excitation-contraction coupling results in the shortening of the sarcomeres, thus
engendering muscular contraction and subsequent force production (Brooks et al., 2005;
McArdle et al., 2015; Midde et al., 2013). Release of ADP + Pi from the N-terminal of the
myosin molecule completes the cross-bridge movement. ATP attaches to myosin, causing the
myosin head to relax upon displacement from the myosin-binding site on the actin molecule
(Midde et al., 2013; Stull et al., 2011).
The entirety of excitation-contraction coupling begins with the initiation and propagation
of action potential impulses within the CNS, reaching completion upon the release of the myosin
molecule from the myosin-binding site located on the actin molecule. The initiation and
propagation of electrical impulses from the CNS to specific muscular contractile will be covered
in greater detail prior to expanding on the myogenic mechanisms known to assist in eliciting
postactivation potentiation.
Neurogenic/Neuromuscular Aspects
Action potentials necessary for muscle contraction originate in the CNS as electrical
signals, as previously mentioned in the overview of the basic physiology of muscular
contraction. Motoneurons act as the foundational bridge, enabling transmission of the electrical
signals from the CNS to the muscle fibers innervated by the motoneuron. Voluntary contractions
require specific motor unit activation sequencing, dependent on the muscle groups required to
perform the muscular contractions. A motor unit is comprised of a motoneuron and the muscle
fibers it innervates (Gardiner, 2001). The Henneman size principle of motor unit recruitment has
established that motor unit recruitment is dependent on its motoneuron size, with a
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staircase/progressive increase from smallest to largest (Gardiner, 2001). The specific
recruitment, activation, and excitation/inhibition of motor units for MVCs are the primary
neuromuscular aspects discussed with postactivation potentiation. Neuromuscular activation is
obtained through surface electromyogram (EMG) recordings that enable the quantification of
motor unit/muscular activation through surface electrodes (Farina, Merletti, & Enoka, 2004). The
utilization of EMG for motor unit activation enables quantification of specific motor units
recruited for variations in muscular contractile activity, velocity, and rate of force development.
Additionally, progressive recordings for prolonged bouts of muscular contraction enable
quantification of neural adaptations due to recent contractile history, such as deviations in the
amplitude of electrical stimulation during neuromuscular fatigue.
The onset of neuromuscular fatigue following motor unit activation has been identified
through reductions in amplitude of the H-reflex following a specific performance or conditioning
activity. This reduction in H-reflex amplitude is referred to as postactivation depression (PAD),
representing reductions in neurotransmitter activation from Ia afferent axons (Tucker, Tuncer, &
Türker, 2005; Wallace, 2015). Studies investigating the duration of PAD have identified that the
inhibitory indications of PAD persist for approximately 3 minutes following a conditioning
activity or PAP-loading protocol. Postactivation potentiation of motoneuron excitability becomes
prevalent following PAD. Therefore, PAP’s neurogenic effects begin approximately 3 minutes
after a conditioning activity, demonstrated via PAP of the H-reflex (Wallace, 2015). Folland et
al. (2008) found that MVCs elicited elevations in reflex potentiation and twitch potentiation for
durations up to 18 minutes, with highest Hmax/Mmax ratios occurring 5-11 minutes after MVC.
Multiple studies have determined increases in H-reflex occur due to the potentiation
effects of previous MVCs (Enoka et al., 1980; Folland et al., 2008; Gollhofer, Schöpp, Rapp, &
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Stroinik, 1998; Güllich & Schmidtbleicher, 1996; Hodgson, Docherty, & Robbins, 2005;
Hultborn et al., 1996; Kuo & Ehrlich, 2015; Linnamo et al., 2000; Neyroud, Vallotton, Millet,
Kayser, & Place, 2014; Rassier & Macintosh, 2000; Sale, 2002). These studies provide
additional evidence that a pre-performance PAP-loading protocol elicits alterations in the
neuromuscular mechanisms for increased rates of muscular contraction (Folland et al., 2008;
Tucker et al., 2005; Wallace, 2015). The neuromuscular mechanisms that contribute to fatigue
are estimated to dissipate by the 5-minute post-MVC time point, leaving the neuromuscular
mechanisms in a temporary state of potentiation with the absence of neuromuscular fatigue
(Robbins, 2005; Sale, 2002). Thus, the window of opportunity for maximal performance begins
~5-minutes after the PAP-loading conditioning activity.

Myogenic Mechanisms
Following repeated bouts of muscular contraction, intracellular Ca2+ sensitivity plays a
key factor in constructing an intracellular environment primed for continued contractions. As
previously mentioned, Ca2+ has two primary roles during the processes of muscular contraction:
the first, a direct relationship with troponin-C that causes the tropomyosin molecule to shift,
disclosing the myosin-binding sites located on the actin molecule; the second, an indirect
relationship with muscular contraction through activation of various Ca2+-binding proteins, such
as calmodulin (CaM). The former, Ca2+ interaction with troponin-C, is the primary role of Ca2+
discussed regarding excitation-contraction coupling. Under circumstances of repeated muscular
contraction there are increases in intracellular Ca2+ demand due to increased rates of excitationcontraction coupling. There is a subsequent increase in Ca2+ sensitivity by intracellular
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mechanisms, thus augmenting an environment conducive to increases in muscle contraction.
This Ca2+ sensitivity process, enabling amplification of actin-myosin interaction, plays a critical
role in postactivation potentiation. This section will discuss the myogenic mechanisms associated
with Ca2+ sensitivity and the subsequent correlation with postactivation potentiation.
The interaction between Ca2+ and troponin/tropomyosin and the role of Ca2+ in crossbridge formation are well known. There is additional evidence that suggests Ca2+ plays additional
roles in actin-myosin interaction and cross-bridge formation, such as Ca2+ sustained
phosphorylation of myosin regulatory light chains (RLC); (Midde, 2013). According to Gardiner
(2001) there are four light chains per myosin molecule, two of which are essential light chains
(ELC) and two that are phosphorylatable, regulatory light chains (RLC). Both light chains reside
on the lever arm of the S1 subfragment of the myosin molecule between the N-terminal, or head,
and the filamentous backbone/body of the myosin molecule (Gardiner, 2001). The ELCs are
located closer to the N-terminal, acting as a stabilization mechanism for the N-terminal of the
myosin molecule, and the RLCs are the phosphorylatable light chains, located closer to the
filamentous backbone of the myosin molecule (Figure 2); (Gardiner, 2001). Specific enzymes
enable conformational alterations of the positioning of the myosin N-terminal during prolonged
bouts of muscular activation (Kamm & Stull, 2011; Midde et al., 2013; Newman et al., 2014).
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Figure 2: Ca2+ / CaM interaction with MLCK, shows the conformational shift in CaM when the
Ca2+-binding sites are occupied by Ca2+. The Ca2+ / CaM attach to binding sites on the MLCK
enzyme, activating MLCK to interact with myosin heads. Thus, reducing ATP to ADP and the
subsequent release of energy. Upon phosphorylation of the MLC, the head of the myosin
molecules increase the rate of actin-myosin interaction through increases in the general
proximity between the head of the myosin molecule in association to the myosin-binding sites on
the actin molecules. Sustained phosphorylation of the MLC increases the rate of transitions
during cross-bridge formation, engendering an environment conducive to force generation
(Gardiner, 2001). Figure 2 from Stull et al. (2011).
Skeletal muscle myosin light chain kinase (skMLCK) is the protein kinase responsible for
phosphorylation of myosin RLC. SkMLCK activity depends on the presence of Ca2+/calmodulin
(CaM) within the cell and is activated when CaM binds to the calmodulin-binding sequence
located on the kinase structure. In the absence of CaM, skMLCK remains in an autoinhibitory
state (Figure 2 and Figure 3); (Stull et al., 2011).
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Figure 3: skMLCK regulatory segment, shows the regulatory segment structure of skeletal
muscle MLCK. The skMLCK has a catalytic core (A, shown in red) which extends outward to
the skMLCK regulatory segment (B, shown in green and yellow). The skMLCK regulatory
segment is characterized by an autoinhibitory sequence (green) that connects directly to the
catalytic core, inducing autoinhibition of the enzyme unless altered by a Ca2+ / CaM complex.
The Ca2+ / CaM-binding sequence (yellow) is shown on the outermost portion of the regulatory
segment. Upon the conformational changes of CaM when occupied by Ca2+(explained in Figure
2), the Ca2+ / CaM complex attaches to the CaM-binding sequence. The Ca2+ / CaM complex
then interacts with, and occupies the autoinhibitory sequence, enabling activation of the
skMLCK enzyme. Figure 3 from Stull et al. (2011).

Activation of skMLCK enables myosin RLC-binding interaction with the catalytic cleft,
subsequently enabling release of the myosin N-terminal across the catalytic cleft, away from the
filamentous backbone of the myosin molecule (Stull et al., 2011). This conformational shift
leaves the N-terminal of the myosin molecule to mechanically transition away from the myosin’s
backbone and towards actin molecules (Figure 4). The conformational shift engenders an
environment that is advantageous to actin-myosin interaction and cross-bridge formation due to
the increased proximity of the actin and myosin molecules (Brooks et al., 2005; Gardiner, 2001;
Newman et al., 2014). Thus, skMLCK phosphorylation indirectly promotes increases in crossbridge formation by increasing the likelihood of actin-myosin interaction.
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Figure 4: Conformation alterations during prolonged myosin phosphorylation, demonstrates the
conformational differences of myosin molecules during an unphosphorylated state (A) vs a
phosphorylated state (B). In an unphosphorylated position (A), the lever arm of the myosin
molecule starts out near the backbone of the myosin molecule, causing a further distance
between the head of the myosin molecule and the myosin-binding site located on the actin
molecule. During a phosphorylated state (B), the lever arm of the myosin molecule remains
further away from the backbone of the myosin molecule, enabling higher probability of
interaction between the head of the myosin molecule and the myosin-binding sites located on the
actin molecules. The phosphorylated positioning (B) is a high-energy conformation, which
attributes to a portion of the myogenic mechanisms responsible for postactivation potentiation of
skeletal muscle. Figure 4 used from Kampourakis and Irving (2015).

Previous and Current Research: PAP-Loading Protocols

Each of the previously reviewed physiological mechanisms plays a primary role in
postactivation potentiation. Utilization of a PAP-loading protocol (to enhance a subsequent
performance) relies upon appropriately targeting an optimal window of opportunity (Figure 1)
for the desired performance activity. The window of opportunity represents the time frame that
fatigue has dissipated, but potentiation adaptations remain in effect for both the neurogenic and
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myogenic mechanisms responsible for repeated muscular contraction. The organization of the
processes responsible for excitation-contraction coupling is parallel to the initiation/dissipation
of the window of opportunity associated with PAP. Initiation occurs with the neurogenic
mechanisms of previous motor unit recruitment, enhanced with myogenic alterations, and finally
the dissipation of potentiation due to reduced muscular contraction (Hancock et al., 2015;
Wallace, 2015).
The ergogenic effects of a pre-performance PAP-loading protocol were shown by Turner,
Bellhouse, Kilduff, and Russell (2015) with the use of plyometric conditioning activities prior to
a maximal effort 20-m sprint performance (Turner et al., 2015). During this study subjects
completed three separate trials using either a control (C), plyometric (P), or weighted plyometric
(WP) warm-up conditioning activity. Each subject performed a baseline sprint performance,
followed by maximal effort 20-m sprints at 15 seconds and 2, 4, 8, 12, 16 minutes after the preperformance conditioning activity; all sprint performances after the baseline were preceded by
one of the three pre-performance conditioning activities (C, P, and WP). The results displayed
there was an increase in average sprint velocity during P and WP both 4 minutes and 8 minutes
following the PAP-loaded conditioning activity, compared to the control trials. The increases in
average sprint velocity were demonstrated for the full 20-m sprint and the 10-m split sprint
performances. WP average sprint velocities demonstrated faster velocities compared to C at both
4-minute and 8-minute sprint performances, showing an average sprint velocity increase of 2.2
+/- 3.1% (p = 0.009) and 2.9 +/- 3.6% (p = 0.002), respectively (Turner et al., 2015). The
methodology used for this study demonstrates there is a time-specific mechanism enabling PAPloading protocols to effectively enhance a desired performance, as well as the potential ergogenic
effects that a PAP-loading protocol can have on sprint performances. The results provide
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additional support to the literature regarding the 4-10-minute time frame necessary to elicit
postactivation potentiation following a PAP-loading protocol (Hancock et al., 2015; Till &
Cooke, 2009; Turner et al., 2015; Wallace, 2015).
The limiting factor regarding the utilization of a plyometric jump or plyometric bounding
as the PAP-loading protocol resides on differences in the planes of motion utilized for the
performance and the plyometric conditioning activities. Muscle units recruited during a
plyometric bounding conditioning activity do not specifically mirror those utilized for a sprint
performance. Hancock et al. (2015) provided a way to further harness the ergogenic effects of a
well-constructed pre-performance PAP-loading protocol to enhance freestyle swim sprint
performances in 30 collegiate swimmers (15 male and 15 female). Hancock et al. used a PAPloading protocol which incorporated the exact planes of movement and muscle unit recruitment
as the freestyle swim sprint performance. The PAP-loading protocol utilized for this study was
resistive sprints while attached to a Total Performance Power Rack, enabling a PAP-load to
provide the exact range of motion and muscular contraction as the preceding freestyle swim
sprint performance (Hancock et al., 2015). The mean time for the PAP-loaded swim sprint (62.91
seconds) was significantly faster than the mean time for the control swim sprint (63.45 seconds).
The mean improvement of 0.54 seconds for the PAP-loading swim sprint displayed statistical
significance (p = 0.029). In addition to the statistical significance in this study, Hancock et al.
(2015) stated, “An improvement of 0.54 seconds is a very substantial margin in competitive
swimming and precisely represents the difference between first place and seventh place in the
men’s 100-m freestyle at the 2012 Olympic Games” (p. 915). This statement demonstrates the
practical significance of the pre-performance PAP-loading protocol on a maximal effort freestyle
swim sprint.
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Hexagonal Bar Deadlift
Hexagonal bar deadlift (HBD) ratios were determined using an estimated 1RM based on
the subjects’ body weight. Each subject’s 1RM was estimated as exactly 1.5 times their body
weight. This protocol was used versus a baseline testing protocol to determine each subject’s
actual 1RM for multiple reasons. The first subject inclusion required participation as an athlete
for a high school, university, or competitive club team. Therefore, each subject had the
possibility of participating in this study during the competition season, preseason, or offseason
period of each respective sport. Using an estimated 1RM based on 1.5x each subject’s body
weight enabled rapid determination of HBD loads without the risk of varied performance levels
from week to week due to a subject’s competition schedule. An example of a potential variation
in a subject’s performance level would include a decrease in physiological capabilities following
a weekend or multiple days of intense competitive performance for the subject’s respective sport.
Additionally, using the 48-hour test-retest design enabled consistency for subject performance.
The consistency of testing trial A and trial X within 48 hours is achieved through the elimination
of potential decreases/increases in performance caused by a subject’s sport practice and/or
competition schedule. All subjects completed this study during a period of rest, at least three
days removed from sport performance/competition. The estimated 1RM used for this study also
prevented situations of subjects exerting maximal effort deadlifts until failure for a true 1RM.
Thus, the estimated 1RM based on body weight was done for subject safety, and convenience
while rapidly establishing calculated loads to maximize the number of participants included in
this study.
HBD was selected as a PAP-loading protocol to enhance the consistency of range of
motion movements between subjects. Straight bar deadlift (SBD) and back squat (BS) were
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considered, but due to individual variations in SBD and BS kinetics it was determined that the
HBD would provide the best overall PAP-loading protocol. This is attributed to ease of repetition
completion, equipment convenience, and safety considerations. Utilization of the SBD or BS
requires specific joint angle specifications that constitute a successful or unsuccessful repetition.
This requires specific, predetermined guidelines to ensure each subject performs every repetition
with the same joint angles, spinal posture, and ranges of motion. Additionally, requiring a
specific squat depth for BS and bar height specifications synchronized with erect joint angles for
SBD (Swinton, Stewart, Agouris, Keogh, & Lloyd, 2011). Based on the multitude of deviating
factors for the SBD and BS, it is necessary to implement a PAP-loading protocol that can be
completed with minimal inter-subject variation. The HBD provides a PAP-loading protocol that
promotes postural stability as well as subject safety through reductions in the stress placed on the
lumbar spine and lower extremities.
Swinton et al. (2011) analyzed the kinematics of HBD and SBD in 19 male power lifters.
The results demonstrated that the hexagonal bar provided a structural design enabling reductions
in the resistance moment for the HBD (p < 0.05); furthermore, the HBD resulted in lower peak
net joint moments for the lumbar spine, hip, and ankle compared to the SBD (p < 0.05). The
reduction in joint net moment indicates more emphasis in activation of the quadriceps for the
HBD in association with the reductions of torque placed on the lumbar spine, hips, and ankles
(Beardsley, 2016; Swinton et al., 2011). These findings were further supported by Stewart and
Stewart-Menteth (2008), indicating that the HBD is a safer alternative to the SBD due to the
enhanced mechanical positioning elicited with the HBD, conjointly providing a more effective
PAP-loading exercise. This is primarily attributed to the mitigation of stress placed upon the
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lumbar spine, decreased activation of the erector spinae, and increased power output for the HBD
compared to the SBD (Stewart & Stewart-Menteth, 2008).
Weighted Sled Sprint
The use of plyometric movements, explosive exercises, and resistance training using
heavy loads (e.g., back squat, straight bar dead lift, leg press) have been thoroughly investigated
as PAP-loading conditioning activities. Although these movements demonstrate neuromuscular
potentiation for subsequent sprint performances, the movements exhibit variability within PAPloading sprint performance studies. The differentiating conclusions can potentially be accredited
to deviations between the muscular contractions used for the PAP-loading conditioning activities
and the testing exercise performance (Winwood, Posthumus, Cronin, & Keogh, 2016). Healy and
Comyns (2017) reviewed the primary PAP-loading protocols used to induce acute potentiation of
muscular contractile properties, enhancing subsequent sprint performance. Based on PAPloading protocols only designed to acutely enhance sprint performances, there is a lack of
research analyzing weighted sled sprints (WSS) as a PAP-loading protocol to acutely enhance
subsequent sprint performances (Fisher, 2013; Healy & Comyns, 2017; Winwood et al., 2016).
Other research regarding resisted sprints/weighted sled sprints, not previously discussed,
primarily investigate the long-term alterations in sprint kinematics and sprint performance
(Healy & Comyns, 2017; Lockie, Murphy, & Spinks, 2003; Wilson, 2014).
Lockie et al. (2003) determined that WSS should be calculated at ~10-15% of an
individual’s BW, with decreases in sprint performance and kinematics occurring at sled sprint
loads > 20% of BW. However, this study was designed to quantify biomechanical alterations
during WSS, not specifically targeting acute alterations in sprint performance following a WSS
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PAP-loading protocol. Therefore, it is expected that biomechanical alterations would occur with
relatively low %BW for WSS. Additionally, other studies have performed similar research
pertaining to the biomechanical and performance effects from WSS at ~10-20% BW. These
studies primarily target the use of long-term WSS believed to enhance running mechanics
through increases in horizontal lean during sprint acceleration (Fisher, 2013; Lockie, Murphy,
Schultz, Knight, & Janse de Jonge, 2012; Lockie et al., 2003; Swinton et al., 2011; Wilson,
2014). Lockie et al. (2012) specifically investigated the long-term effects of WSS at 12.6% BW
over a 6-week period. This study determined lower %BW loaded sled sprints improve sprint
performance over the first 10 m, coinciding with previous biomechanical analysis for long-term
adaptations in sprint mechanics (Wilson, 2014). The use of WSS > 20% of BW to acutely
enhance sprint performance as a PAP-loading protocol has not received extensive investigation.
Based on the author’s knowledge, there are only a few studies specifically analyzing the use of
WSS > 20% BW as a PAP-loading protocol to acutely enhance subsequent sprint performance
(Craythorne, 2013; Fisher, 2013; Wilson, 2014; Winwood et al., 2016).
The use of WSS to induce potentiation for subsequent sprint performances demonstrated
no evidence of acute enhancement of sprint performance using WSS loads of 25-30% BW
(Healy & Comyns, 2017; Whelan, O'Regan, & Harrison, 2014). Whelan et al. (2014) reported
that WSS of 25-30% BW did not provide potentiating effects for sprint performance, however
this may be due to various physiological limitations to the design of the study. The limitations
primarily reside within the use of 90-second rest intervals between sets of WSS. Kraemer (1997)
established that rest intervals < 3 minutes do not enable continued performance of conditioning
activities (de Salles et al., 2009). Therefore, it would be advantageous to utilize 3-5-minute rest
intervals between sets of WSS conditioning activities. Winwood et al. (2016) assessed heavier
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loads for WSS as a PAP-loading protocol, with the use of both 75% and 150% BW. This study
found statistical significance with the use of WSS of 75% BW on improvements in subsequent
15-m sprint performance. Additionally, small positive effects were displayed for the WSS of
75% BW at 5-, 10-, and 15-m sprint performances (Winwood et al., 2016). There were no
differences in sprint performance for WSS of 150% BW. Based on the previously mentioned
studies it can be determined that the use of WSS of 30-75% BW requires further investigation as
PAP-loading protocols implemented to acutely enhance sprint performance. Fisher (2013)
investigated various WSS loads of 12.5kg, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% BW as PAP-loading
protocols. This study specifically analyzed individual-based responses of four university level
sprinters using the WSS PAP-loading protocols. All participants demonstrated at least one WSS
load (%BW) which elicited a worthwhile improvement in sprint performances (Fisher, 2013).
Although participants demonstrated variations in positive responses dependent on WSS load (%
BW), the use of a WSS at 50% BW provided improved sprint performances for three of the four
subjects for both 10- and 20-m sprint performances. The only subject who did not demonstrate
improved sprint performance with the WSS at 50% BW displayed no change between the control
sprint trial and the WSS at 50% BW PAP-loading protocol trial (Fisher, 2013).
Based on the failure to elicit positive responses in sprint performance with the use of a
WSS at 25-30% BW it is necessary to further investigate heavier loaded WSS to determine the
acute effects of WSS on subsequent sprint performances (Healy & Comyns, 2017; Whelan et al.,
2014). Additionally, the small positive responses demonstrated with the use of WSS at 50%BW
may possess the necessary resistance to acutely enhance sprint performance when preceded by
the WSS at 50% as the PAP-loading protocol (Fisher, 2013). After reviewing the literature for
WSS at heavier loads (%BW), the current study determined that WSS at 50% BW would be used
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as the WSS PAP-loading protocol intended to induce increased 40-yard dash sprint
performances.

Conclusion
In the current field of exercise physiology, it is well established that muscle performance
is affected by recent bouts of muscular contraction displayed through muscular fatigue (Wallace,
2015). Recently, it has been established that muscular contraction can additionally lead to
increases in muscular contractile performance, a phenomenon known as postactivation
potentiation (PAP) (Turner et al., 2015). There is a lack of research and literature concerning the
effects of a weighted sled sprint PAP-loading protocol on subsequent sprint performance, which
further provides cause for interest within this specific aspect of postactivation potentiation
research. This study possesses two primary purposes regarding contribution to the current
literature for PAP-loading protocols designed to acutely increase performance.

METHODOLOGY

Experimental Design
This study utilized a two-trial protocol for each subject, separated by 48 hours of rest,
allowing the subjects to act as their own control variable. This test/rest design was utilized for a
previous swim sprint postactivation potentiation study, allowing the participants to provide both
the control and experimental data values (Hancock et al., 2015). The design for this study was
randomly ordered and counterbalanced 40-yard sprint performance trials. To prevent
differentiating values from the 48-hour rest period, half of the subjects performed the control
trial (Trial A) first and the other half performed the postactivation potentiation trial (Trial X) first
(Hancock et al., 2015). The full design is explained in Appendix F. All experimental procedures
took place at XCEL Sport Science & Fitness (a 40,000-sq. ft. training facility located in
Nicholasville, KY), which is a controlled environment apart from temperature. Temperature
cannot be regulated during the warm seasons of the year, but the temperature and humidity were
recorded for all test trials using the information provided from the Weather Channel application
(The Weather Company, LLC), updated every 15 minutes. Sprint trials occurred within the same
turf space for each specific pre-performance protocol and 40-yard sprint performance.
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Subjects
Participants were recruited using flyers posted at various training facilities throughout the
region; emails sent to various high school coaches, Amateur Athletic Union (AAU) and
recreational teams; and direct recruitment via verbal interaction at various training facilities
throughout the region (Appendix B). Prior to participating in the study, the subjects were
required to provide informed consent, signed acknowledgment of waiver of liability and
potential risks, and completed health history questionnaire (HHQ) forms (Appendix B).
Requirements for this were 16- to 23-year-old male athletes (16- and 17-year-olds were used to
allow full participation for high school athletes that were actively participating in sport skill and
attribute assessment combines and showcases). In addition, it was also required that the subjects
have a relative strength ratio of 1.5 times their body weight for the hex bar deadlift (HBD) or
capable of performing a weighted sled sprint (WSS) using 50% BW as the calculated load
(further explained in Appendix F). All subjects were able to perform the estimated loads for both
of the PAP-loading protocols, therefore no subjects were excluded due to relative strength
concerns.

Trial Designs
Two trials were completed by each subject for this study. The design of each trial used is
show in Figure 5 and Figure 6 (detailed design in Appendix F); the only differentiating factor
between the two trials occurred within the PAP-loading protocol and control-loading protocol.
All other aspects of the trial design were identical with one another. Trial A represents the
control trial, and Trial X represents the experimental trial (either HBD, or WSS).
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Figure 5: Overall study design
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Figure 6: Specifications of trial A and trial X design

Experimental Procedures
Immediately upon arrival, and completion of documentation requirements, each
participant was instructed on the various experimental procedures they would be asked to
perform. This instructional period included proper movement kinematics, instructed by a
Certified Strength and Conditioning Specialist (CSCS), for their PAP-loading protocol (if
applicable), 40-yard sprint start form (same three-point starting position used for a standard 40-
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yard dash), and proper linear sprint form (see Appendices C-F for full design/diagram for sprint
protocol). Upon completion of the instructional period, the subjects started the full testing
procedures as outlined in Figure 5 and Figure 6 (detailed design in Appendix F). The pre-control
load/PAP-load warm-up consists of general movements implemented prior to sport performances
which enable adequate blood circulation throughout the muscles utilized for explosive
movements (Till & Cooke, 2009). Rest periods were added throughout the trials to ensure the
subjects were able to adequately replenish adenosine triphosphate (ATP), phosphocreatine (PCr);
remove metabolic byproducts (H+ ions); and properly balance calcium levels throughout the
muscles (Lima-Silva, 2013). Three-minute rest periods were selected based on previous literature
investigating the effect of rest period durations between sets of 10RM leg press. Kraemer (1997)
reported that 3-minute rest periods between sets enabled completion of all repetitions for 10RM
leg press for all four sets performed; 3-minute rest periods demonstrated no reduction in leg
press repetitions, thus proving to be adequate rest intervals when compared to 1-minute rest
intervals between sets (de Salles et al., 2009; Kraemer, 1997). Gradual sprints prior to the
control/PAP-loading protocol were performed from a standard 40-yard dash starting position
(three-point starting position) as instructed by the CSCS. The PAP-loading protocol consisted of
one of two randomly assigned conditioning activities: i.) hex bar deadlift (HBD), or ii.) weighted
sled sprint (WSS). The PAP-load conditioning activity consisted of four sets progressively
increasing in weight, which were determined by a percentage or ratio of the subject’s body
weight (BW). The two PAP-load conditioning activities as well as percent loads are displayed in
Table 1.
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Table 1: Percent Loads for PAP-Loading Conditioning Activities

PAP-load
i.) Hex Bar Deadlift

Set 1

Set 2

Set 3

Set 4

75% 1RM

80% 1RM

85% 1RM

calculated ratio*

calculated ratio*

calculated ratio*

5 Reps

10 Reps

8 Reps

6 Reps

25lb

25% of BW

50% of BW

50% of BW

15-yards

15-yards

15-yards

15-yards

50-lb hex bar

(HBD)

ii.) Sled Sprint
(WSS)

*Calculated Ratio
For this study, the HBD 1 repetition max (1RM) was estimated as exactly 1.5x the subject’s body
weight. This 1RM amount was then utilized to determine each subject’s 10RM (75% of 1RM),
8RM (80% of 1RM), and 6RM (85% of 1RM) using the National Strength and Conditioning
Association (NSCA) training load chart.
Each subject was randomly assigned to only one of the two PAP-load conditioning
activities displayed in Table 1. The entirety of the PAP-loading protocol took approximately 11
minutes to complete, including 3 minutes of rest between each set. Three-minute rest periods
were used to ensure each set was preceded by rest intervals that enable recovery within the ATPPC, anaerobic glycolytic energy systems, and to prevent neuromuscular fatigue (de Salles et al.,
2009; Kraemer, 1997; Neyroud et al., 2014). Trial A, the control trial, consisted of active and
continuous movement for approximately 11 minutes (detailed continuous movement in
Appendix E). This 11-minute time interval was approximately the same duration required to
complete the PAP-loading protocols for Trial X, the experimental trial. This continuous
movement for pre-performance load protocol created an optimal control environment between
the control-loading protocol in Trial A and the PAP-loading protocols in Trial X.
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Measurements
Forty-yard sprint times were recorded with a Brower TC Motion Start Timing system.
The subjects actually performed a full 41-yard sprint; however, the first motion start timers
originated 1 yard off the starting line. The positioning of the start timer 1 yard beyond the
starting line prevented any human error, false movements, arm swings, or initial mistakes from
skewing the performance sprint times. The final motion timers were assembled 41 yards from the
subject starting line, but 40 yards from the start timers (diagram of motion start timers in
Appendix I).

Statistical Analysis
Initially the data was screened for univariate and multivariate outliers, skewness, and
kurtosis. Once screened, descriptive statistics (means, SD, max, min) were calculated for age,
height, and weight for all subjects and subdivided into each of the two PAP-loading groups
(HBD and WSS). Similar to the analyses used by Hancock et al. (2015), repeated-measures
analysis of variance (ANOVA) were used to determine any significant differences between the
two PAP-loading protocols (HBD vs WSS). Repeated-measures ANOVA and independent
samples t test were also used to determine significant differences between the average sprint
performance for the PAP-loading protocol (Trial X) and the average sprint performance for the
control-loading protocol (Trial A). The level of significance was set at p < 0.05 using a 95%
confidence interval.
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Hypothesis
The first hypothesis for this study was that the PAP trial/trial X would have faster 40yard sprint times compared to the control trial sprint times. The second hypothesis for this study
was, that the weighted sled sprint (WSS) PAP-loading protocol group would show better
performance increases compared to the hex bar deadlift (HBD) PAP-loading protocol group
(relative to each group’s control protocol, respectively).

Limitations
Although this study used specific time frames, weight loads, and general protocols, there
were still a few limitations to this study. The facility used for this study cannot control the
internal temperature; therefore, variations in temperature had the potential to impact the results.
Another limiting factor was the use of a calculated weight for the HBD instead of a true 1RM.
This calculated ratio was selected because of the time restraints associated with using 16- to 23year-old athletes as subjects. This also prevented an additional risk of in-season injury due to
1RM protocols in which the subject would have to perform maximal effort lifts to properly
calculate the 1RM.

RESULTS

Overall Results
The physical characteristics for all subjects are displayed below in Table 2. All subjects
were male athletes between 16-23 years old (N = 31; 16.9 ± 1.4 years) with a mean weight of
83.4 ± 19.2 kg and a mean height of 180.2 ± 6.2 cm. All subjects were divided into either the
HBD PAP-loading protocol group (N = 8) or the WSS PAP-loading protocol group (N = 23).
There were no significant differences in mean height (HBD, 183.6 ± 6.4; WSS, 179.0 ± 5.8; p =
0.073) or weight (HBD, 86.1 ± 22.1; WSS, 82.5 ± 18.5; p = 0.659) between the two PAP-loading
protocol groups. However, the difference in age (HBD, 17.8 ± 2.3; WSS, 16.7 ± 0.7) was
statistically significant (p = 0.048).

Table 2: Physical Characteristics of Subjects (mean ± SD)

Physical Characteristics of Subjects
N

All
31

HBD
8

WSS
23

Age

16.9 +/- 1.4

17.8 +/- 2.3

16.7 +/- 0.7

Weight (kg)

83.4 +/- 19.2

86.1 +/- 22.1

82.5 +/- 18.5

Height (cm)

180.2 +/- 6.2

183.6 +/- 6.4

179.0 +/- 5.8

HBD vs WSS
Sig.
p = 0.05
NS, p = 0.66
NS, p = 0.07
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Table 3 displays the average 40-yard sprint performance times for all groups and trials.
All means for average 40-yard sprint times for the control trials and the PAP-loading protocol
trials (All, HBD, and WSS) are illustrated in Figure 7. The mean average sprint time for all
subjects for the PAP-loading protocol/trial X (5.35 ± 0.44 s) was lower than the average sprint
time for all subjects for the control protocol/Trial A (5.39 ± 0.39 s). The trial X difference
resulted in a reduced average 40-yard sprint time of -0.04 ± 0.10 s. The results of control vs trial
X were statistically significant (p = 0.029) for all subjects (N = 31). The difference in the control
trial vs trial X demonstrated statistical significance between PAP-loading protocol groups (p =
0.035), with the WSS group displaying better mean results for trial X difference (WSS, -0.06 ±
0.10 s; HBD, 0.01 ± 0.09 s), but this trial X difference for the WSS group was only a trend (p =
0.074).
Table 3: Average Control/Trial A vs Average PAP/Trial X (mean ± SD)

Results - Average Control Trial vs Average PAP Trial (Trial X)
Control Trial
(seconds)

Average PAP/Trial X
(seconds)

PAP/Trial X Difference
(seconds)

Control vs PAP/Trial X

All (N = 31)

5.39 +/-

0.39

5.35 +/-

0.44

-0.04 +/-

0.10

p=

0.029*

HBD (N = 8)

5.38 +/-

0.38

5.39 +/-

0.43

0.01 +/-

0.09

NS, p =

0.168

WSS (N = 23)

5.40 +/-

0.41

5.33 +/-

0.45

-0.06 +/-

0.10

p=

0.074

*p = 0.029 for All Groups (HBD and WSS), however, this was dependent on the PAP-loading protocol
performed. The differences in PAP vs control results displayed between HBD and WSS were statistically
significant (p = 0.035), with WSS proving to produce better sprint performances for the PAP-loading trial.

The HBD (N = 8) PAP-loading protocol trial resulted in a slight increase (0.01 ± 0.09 s)
in mean sprint time (5.39 ± 0.43 s) compared to the mean control trial for HBD only (5.38 ± 0.38
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s). This decrease in performance was only shown for the HBD PAP-loading protocol group. The
WSS (N = 23) PAP-loading protocol trial resulted in a slight decrease (-0.06 ± 0.10 s) in mean
sprint time (5.33 ± 0.45 s) compared to the mean control trial for WSS only (5.40 ± 0.41 s). The
average control- and PAP-loading protocol 40-yard sprint times are show for HBD only, WSS
only, and all subjects in Figure 7.

Average Trial A vs Average Trial X
5.40

Avg 40-yard sprint time (seconds)

5.38

5.36

Avg Trial A
Avg Trial X

5.34

5.32

5.30
All (N = 31)

HBD (N = 8)

WSS (N = 23)

Group (All, HBD, and WSS)

Figure 7: Average control trial (trial A) vs average PAP trial (trial X), shows the average
control 40-yard sprint times compared to the average PAP 40-yard sprint times for all subjects
(left). This figure also shows the average control sprint time for the subjects based on PAPloading protocol group, either HBD (middle) or WSS (right).

As previously mentioned, the HBD PAP-loading protocol resulted in a slight increase
(0.01 ± 0.09 s) in mean sprint time (5.39 ± 0.43 s) compared to the mean control trial for HBD
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only (5.38 ± 0.38 s). However, the increase of 0.01 ± 0.09 s shown through the trial X difference
was not statistically significant (p = 0.168). Additionally, the WSS PAP-loading protocol trial
resulted in a slight decrease (-0.06 ± 0.10 s) in mean sprint time (5.33 ± 0.45 s) compared to the
mean control trial for WSS only (5.40 ± 0.41 s). Although the WSS mean improvement of -0.06
± 0.10 s in average 40-yard sprint time for trial X has practical significance, this trial X
difference was only a trend (p = 0.074). Trial X differences are shown for HBD only, WSS only,
and all subjects in Figure 8.

Average Trial X Difference (All, HBD, and WSS)
Groups
0.02

0.01

Average Trial X Difference (Seconds)

0

-0.01

-0.02

All (N = 31)
HBD (N = 8)

-0.03

WSS (N = 23)

-0.04

-0.05

-0.06

-0.07

Figure 8: Average trial X difference in 40-yard sprint times (All, HBD, and WSS), in 40-yard
sprint time, compared to the control 40-yard sprint time for all, HBD, and WSS subjects. Notice
that the HBD, as an isolated group, were the only group to have an increase in 40-yard sprint
time (decrease in performance) out of the groups displayed. This is shown with an increase in
time for the trial X/PAP trial difference.
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The PAP-response displayed by WSS for the average trial X difference establishes that
the WSS pre-performance PAP-loading protocol has the potential to enhance 40-yard sprint
performance. However, since this response was not statistically significant (p = 0.074), it is
necessary to understand that the WSS PAP-loading protocol results vary based on individualistic
responses. Effectiveness of PAP-loading protocols deviate based on individual responses,
regardless of the PAP-loading protocol. This study also exhibited deviations in PAP-loaded 40yard sprint performances based on individualized responses.

Individualized Responses
WSS displayed an increase in average 40-yard sprint time (decrease in performance) for
3 of the 23 subjects, with the remaining 20 subjects demonstrating a decrease in average 40-yard
sprint time (increase in performance) or no change in average sprint time compared to the control
trial. The top responder to the PAP-loading protocol had the highest reduction in average sprint
time for the PAP-loading trial (trial X), compared to the control trial, with a trial X difference of
-0.26 s (average PAP sprint, 5.60 s; average control sprint, 5.86 s; trial X difference, -0.26 s).
Further analysis of the top responder revealed a -0.43-s difference between the best PAP/trial X
sprint performance (5.57 s) compared to the worst control trial sprint performance (6.00 s). The
individual differences for the top five responders (best five responders) to the PAP-loading
protocol are shown in Table 4, and further represented in Figure 9 and Figure 10.
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Table 4: Top Five Responders to PAP (Five Best Responders)

Top 5 Responders to PAP (5 Best Responders)
Rank(#), ID
Worst (A)
AvgA
AvgX
Best (X)

#1, 022
6.00
5.86
5.60
5.57

#2, 011
5.68
5.61
5.45
5.40

#3, 009
5.35
5.32
5.18
5.13

#4, 017
5.09
5.06
4.91
4.85

#5, 018
5.31
5.31
5.16
5.10

Table 4 shows the top five responders to PAP based on average trial X difference, which
compares the average control sprint time (AvgA) to the average PAP/trial X sprint time (AvgX).
As shown above, the top responders had trial X differences that demonstrated a decrease in
average sprint time of at least 0.15-s for the fifth best responder (#5, 018: AvgA = 5.31 s, AvgX
= 5.16 s, and trial X difference = -0.15 s) and a maximum decrease in average sprint time of
0.26-s for the best responder (#1, 022: AvgA = 5.86 s, AvgX = 5.60 s, and trial X difference =
-0.26 s). Differences in average control (AvgA), average PAP (AvgX), worst, and best sprint
performances for the top five performers are depicted in Figure 9 and Figure 10. The top five
responders to PAP are distinguished with the worst sprint times occurring during the control
trial, Worst (A), and the best sprint times occurring during the PAP trial, Best (X).
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Figure 9: Top five responders to PAP (best responses to PAP)

Example: Top Responder (#1, 022)
40-yard sprint time (seconds)

6.10

Worst (A)
6.00

6.00
5.90

Avg Trial A
5.86

5.80
5.70

Avg Trial X
5.60

5.60
5.50
5.40

Best (X)
5.57

Overall Rank, Subject ID

Figure 10: Example/labels for top responders (#1, 022), represents a more detailed, close up
view of what the graphed data represents in Figure 9. Notice that, for the top responders, the
worst value/highest value is represented by trial A (the control trial), denoted as “Worst (A)”.
Additionally, for the top responders, the best value/lowest value is represented by trial X (the
PAP trial), denoted as “Best (X)”.
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Adversely, drastic differences between the best and worst sprint performances were also
exhibited through increases in average sprint time (decreases in sprint performance) for the PAPloading trial. The bottom responder to the PAP-loading protocol exhibited the highest increase in
average sprint time (decrease in performance) for the PAP-loading trial (trial X), compared to the
control trial, with a trial X difference of 0.19 s (average PAP sprint, 5.95 s; average control
sprint, 5.76 s; trial X difference, 0.19 s). Further analysis of the bottom responder revealed a
0.26-s difference between the worst PAP/trial X sprint performance (5.98 s) compared to the best
control trial sprint performance (5.72 s). The individual differences for the bottom five
responders (worst five responders) to the PAP-loading protocol are shown in Table 5 and further
represented in Figure 11 and Figure 12.
Table 5: Bottom Five Responders to PAP (Five Worst Responders)

Bottom 5 Responders to PAP (5 Worst Responders)
Rank(#), ID
Worst (X)
AvgX
AvgA
Best (A)

#31, 010
5.98
5.95
5.76
5.72

#30, 001
5.91
5.89
5.72
5.69

#29, 004
5.50
5.50
5.43
5.39

#28, 021
5.52
5.47
5.40
5.39

#27, 002
5.45
5.42
5.36
5.33

Table 5 shows the bottom five responders to PAP based on average trial X difference,
which compares the average control sprint time (AvgA) to the average PAP/trial X sprint time
(AvgX). As shown above, the bottom responders had trial X differences that demonstrated an
increase in average sprint time (decrease in performance) of at least 0.04-s for the fifth worst
responder (#27, 002: AvgA = 5.36 s, AvgX = 5.42 s, and trial X difference = 0.04 s) and a
maximum increase in average sprint time of 0.19-s for the best responder (#31, 010: AvgA =
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5.76 s, AvgX = 5.95 s, and trial X difference = 0.19 s). Differences in average control (AvgA),
average PAP (AvgX), worst, and best sprint performances for the bottom five responders are
depicted in Figure 11 and Figure 12. The bottom five responders to PAP show trial differences
opposing the top five responders, with the worst sprint times occurring during the PAP trial,
Worst (X), and the best sprint times occurring during the control trial, Best (A).

Figure 11: Bottom five responders to PAP (five worst responders to PAP)
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Example: Bottom Responder (#31, 010)
40-yard sprint time (seconds)

6.05
6.00

Worst (X)
5.98
Avg Trial X
5.95

5.95
5.90
5.85
5.80

Avg Trial A
5.76

5.75
5.70
5.65
5.60

Best (A)
5.72

Overall Rank, Subject ID

Figure 12: Example/labels for bottom responders (#31, 010), represents a more detailed, close
up view of what the graphed data represents in Figure 11. For the bottom responders, the worst
value/highest value is represented by trial X (the PAP trial), denoted as “Worst (X)”.
Additionally, for the bottom responders, the best value/lowest value is represented by trial A (the
control trial), denoted as “Best (A)”.

DISCUSSION
It is currently believed that a pre-performance PAP-loading protocol will elicit increases
in motor unit recruitment, increases in muscular contractile properties, and thus a subsequent
increase in sprint performance. The results of this study indicate that the use of a PAP-loading
protocol, with a 6-minute rest period, improves 40-yard sprint performance (Table 3). The
average sprint time for PAP trials (5.35 ± 0.44 s) was faster than the average control trials (5.39
± 0.39 s) for all subjects. The improvement of 0.04 s for the PAP trials was statistically
significant (p = 0.029). Based on the review of the literature, the optimal time frame to perform a
desired performance occurs approximately 6-10 minutes after completion of a PAP-loading
protocol (Hancock et al., 2015). This is believed to be a window of opportunity that begins after
neuromuscular stimulation returns to resting threshold levels while the muscle remains sensitive
to calcium (Ca2+) binding and the regulatory light chains on myosin molecules remain
phosphorylated relative to the myosin N-terminal (Allen et al., 2008; Wallace, 2015). The results
of this study are parallel with the findings of previous literature, further solidifying that a 6minute rest period following a PAP-loading protocol is sufficient rest to enable a window of
opportunity for maximal performance (Hancock et al., 2015; Turner et al., 2015).
However, there was a difference in PAP trial results based on group (HBD or WSS),
which was statistically significant (p = 0.035). This group difference indicates that the use of the
WSS would provide a better PAP response compared to the HBD. The results showed that the
WSS group (n = 23) produced a decrease of 0.06 ± 0.10 s in sprint time for the PAP trial (5.33 ±
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0.45) compared to the control trial (5.40 ± 0.41). Although there was a decrease in sprint time
(increase in performance), WSS as an isolated group (n = 23) proved that this decrease in sprint
time (-0.06 ± 0.10 s) was only a trend (p = 0.074). Additionally, the HBD group demonstrated an
average increase of 0.01 ± 0.09 s in sprint time for the PAP trial (5.39 ± 0.43 s) compared to the
control trial (5.38 ± 0.38 s). This increase in sprint time for the HBD (n = 8), as an isolated
group, was not statistically significant (p = 0.168). Overall, the results of this study provide
further evidence that the use of a PAP-loading protocol can engender increases in muscular
contractile capabilities. This study also demonstrates that the use of a WSS as a PAP-loading
protocol possesses the capability of acutely improving 40-yard sprint performance. An acute
increase in 40-yard sprint performance, or decrease in sprint time, would provide practical
significance towards sprint training. Sprint training specifically targeting skill assessment
combine preparation would benefit by using this information to create individualized WSS PAPloading protocols, to maximize optimal sled loads, sprint distances, and pre-performance rest
periods.
One of the primary purposes of this study was to analyze the basics of a weighted sled
sprint PAP-loading protocol and the acute effects on subsequent sprint performance. This was
accomplished during the study, indicating that there are benefits to using a WSS prior to a sprint
performance. These benefits were displayed in the results of this study for the WSS group, which
demonstrated a reduction in sprint time for the WSS PAP trial (5.33 ± 0.45) compared to the
control trial (5.40 ± 0.41). The trial X difference (-0.06 ± 0.10 s) was not statistically significant
(p = 0.074), but the trend demonstrated that there is practical significance associated with using a
WSS PAP-loading protocol to improve 40-yard sprint performance. The results of this study
further indicate that WSS loads > 50 % BW are sufficient PAP-loads to elicit a response in
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subsequent sprint performances. This aligns with the research and literature concerning WSS
impact on sprint performance (Craythorne, 2013; Fisher, 2013; Whelan et al., 2014; Wilson,
2014; Winwood et al., 2016).
An additional intent to the design of this study was to analyze PAP and sprint
performance within 16- to 18-year-old male athletes. This is the age group used for high school
skill assessment combines, but major lack of research/data for this group of individuals. This
study was able to successfully assess this desired population, displayed in the results (Table 2)
with an average age of 16.9 ± 1.4 years. Prior to this study, the only comparative research
regarding PAP and younger individuals is a comparison of prepubescent males to male adults.
The previously mentioned study established that prepubescent males are less susceptible to
neuromuscular fatigue, but it was undetermined the exact implications on muscular potentiation
(Murphy, 2014). The results of this study indicate that 16- to 18-year-old males are able to
respond to PAP-loading protocols similar to responses expected with adult populations.
The results of this study also highlighted the variation in potential for PAP based on
individualized responses by displaying the top five responders to PAP (Table 4, Figure 9, and
Figure 10) and the bottom five responders to PAP (Table 5, Figure 11, and Figure 12). The top
responder to the PAP-loading protocol had the highest reduction in average sprint time for the
PAP trial/trial X (5.60 s) compared to the control trial (5.86 s), with a trial X difference of
-0.26 s. These individual results for the top responder indicate that the potential to reduce
average 40-yard sprint times can be significant from a practical stand point. Furthermore, this top
responder revealed a -0.43-s difference between the best PAP/trial X sprint performance (5.57 s)
compared to the worst control trial sprint performance (6.00 s). In opposition of the top
responder to PAP for this study, the results displayed that use of a PAP-loading protocol also has
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the potential to diminish sprint performance. The bottom responder to the PAP trial exhibited the
highest increase in average sprint time (decrease in performance) for the PAP trial/trial X (5.95
s) compared to the control trial (5.76 s), with a trial X difference of 0.19 s. Further analysis of the
bottom responder revealed a 0.26-s difference between the worst PAP trial/trial X sprint
performance (5.98 s) compared to the best control trial sprint performance (5.72 s). Evaluation of
the top and bottom responders to PAP-loading protocols establish an additional focal point for
future research regarding PAP-loading protocols, individualized responses. A 0.26-0.43-s
difference would have a substantial impact the results associated with an increase or decrease of
0.26-0.43-s for an individual’s 40-yard sprint time. This individualized assessment also displays
the significant impact that the use, or lack thereof, of a PAP-loading protocol could have on a
desired performance. The deviation in PAP responses based on individualized data are similar to
individualized differences revealed in PAP literature and previous research (Seitz, de Villarreal,
& Haff, 2014; Till & Cooke, 2009).
Conclusion
Regarding sport performance physiology, it is essential to understand ways to train, and
control the body’s physiological responses to exercise stressors of which further perpetuate
peripheral fatigue, potentiation, and performance. More research needs to be done to understand
the sprint performance responses to PAP-loading protocols. This includes the analysis of the
planes of motion used for PAP-loading protocols that produce the most significant improvements
in subsequent performances. This plane of motion concept was harnessed to increase swim sprint
performances by Hancock et al., and needs to be further investigated to determine if WSS have
the potential to significantly improve sprint performances, and sprint time. Specifically, the use
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of a WSS PAP-loading protocol needs to be further assessed to understand how the crossover
movements of the WSS affects the desired increases in performance for subsequent sprints.
Future research needs to be done to analyze the individualized responses to various PAP-loading
protocols.
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Effects of postactivation potentiation on subsequent 40-yard sprint performance in 16- to
23-year-old male athletes

Purpose:
The purpose of this study will be to determine the effects of postactivation potentiation
on subsequent 40-yard sprint performance. This will be accomplished with the comparison of
two separate sprint performance protocols, performed on two separate days, for each subject. The
first, a sprint preceded by a pre-performance postactivation potentiation (PAP) loading protocol.
The second, a sprint preceded by a pre-performance control-loading protocol. Each sprint
performance protocol will be separated by ~48 hours of rest. In the current field of exercise
physiology, it is well established that muscle performance is affected by recent bouts of muscular
contraction, displayed through muscular fatigue (Wallace, 2015). Recently, it has been
established that muscular contraction can additionally lead to increases in muscular contractile
performance, a phenomenon known as postactivation potentiation (PAP) (Turner et al., 2015).
There is a lack of research, and literature concerning the effects of a weighted sled sprint PAPloading protocol on subsequent sprint performance, which further provides cause of interests
within this specific aspect of postactivation potentiation research.
The first purpose, basics of a weighted sled sprint PAP-loading protocol and sprint
performance – acute increases in sprint performance, and additional research regarding time
frame between the PAP loading protocol and desired performance. Based on the review of the
literature, the optimal time frame to perform a desired performance occurs approximately 6-10
minutes after completion of a PAP-loading protocol (Hancock et al., 2015). This is believed to be
a window of opportunity that begins after neuromuscular stimulation returns to resting threshold
levels, while the muscle remains sensitive to calcium (Ca2+) binding, and the regulatory light
chains on myosin molecules remain phosphorylated relative to the myosin N-terminal (Allen et
al., 2008; Wallace, 2015). The results of this study will provide practical quantification on the
performance effects of utilizing a PAP-loading protocol prior to a sprint performance.
The second purpose, research regarding PAP and sprint performance within male athletes
16-18 years of age. This is the age group used for high school skill assessment combines, but
major lack of research/data for this group of individuals. Currently, the only comparative
research regarding PAP and younger individuals is a comparison of prepubescent males to male
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adults. This study established that prepubescent males are less susceptible to neuromuscular
fatigue, but it was undetermined the exact implications on muscular potentiation (Murphy,
2014). Regarding sport performance physiology, it is essential to understand ways to train, and
control the body’s physiological responses to exercise stressors of which further perpetuate
peripheral fatigue, potentiation, and performance.
Finally, the primary purpose of this study will be to determine the effects of
postactivation potentiation on subsequent 40-yard sprint performance in 16-23-year-old male
athletes. It is currently believed that a pre-performance PAP-loading protocol will elicit
increases in motor unit recruitment, increases in muscular contractile properties, thus a
subsequent increase in sprint performance. The hypothesis for this study is, the PAP-loading
protocols will show improved sprint performances compared to the control-loading protocol
sprint performances. This information, if proven to be true, will further support the need for
research regarding postactivation potentiation utilized to enhance a desired performance.
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Office of Research Compliance and Integrity – Human Subjects
Northern Illinois University
1425 Lincoln Hwy
301 Lowden Hall
DeKalb, IL 60115
Subject: Letter of Authorization to Conduct Research at XCEL Sport Science & Fitness.
Dear Office of Research Compliance and Integrity – Human Subjects:
This letter will serve as authorization for Cody Yates (researcher), graduate student at Northern
Illinois University (NIU), as well as other NIU researchers/research team to conduct the master’s
thesis research project entitled “Effects of postactivation potentiation on subsequent 40-yard sprint
performance in 16-23-year-old male athletes” at XCEL Sport Science & Fitness (XCEL). The
XCEL Sport Science & Fitness facility is located at 2061 Lexington Rd, Nicholasville, KY 40356.
XCEL acknowledges that it has reviewed the protocol presented by the researcher, as well as the
associated risks to XCEL. XCEL accepts the protocol and the associated risks to XCEL, and
authorizes the research project to proceed. The research project may be implemented at XCEL
upon approval from the NIU Institutional Review Board.
If we have any concerns or require additional information, we will contact the primary researcher,
Cody Yates, and/or the NIU Office of Research Compliance and Integrity.
Sincerely,

Facility’s Authorized Signatory

Date

Printed Name and Title of Authorized Signatory

XCEL Sport Science & Fitness
P: (859) 881-0524
2061 Lexington Rd
Nicholasville, KY 40356
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Consent to Participate in a Research Study
Effects of postactivation potentiation on subsequent 40-yard sprint performance in 16- to
23-year-old male athletes
Why am I being asked to participate in this research study?
You are being invited to take part in a research study investigating the effects of
postactivation potentiation on subsequent 40-yard sprint performance. You are being invited to
participate in this research study because you are a male athlete between the ages of 16-23, you
have demonstrated interest in running a laser-timed 40-yard sprint, and you have a basic
knowledge and/or understanding of what a 40-yard/60-yard dash (used for speed assessment,
such as the 40-yard dash used at the NFL combine) consist of.
Who is doing the study?
The person in charge of this study is Cody Yates, who is a graduate student in the
Kinesiology and Physical Education department at Northern Illinois University (NIU). Dr. Peter
J. Chomentowski, who is an assistant professor in the Kinesiology and Physical Education
department, will be assisting with various aspects of the study. Jeremy Armstrong, who is a
Certified Strength and Conditioning Specialist (CSCS) through the National Strength and
Conditioning Association (NSCA), will also be assisting with testing for this study. Jeremy
Armstrong is the owner of XCEL Sport Science & Fitness, the facility where all sprint testing
will take place. There will also be other NIU graduate students that will be assisting with data
collection, and screening.
What is the purpose of the study?
By doing this study, we hope to learn if there are differences in sprint performance based
upon the pre-sprint warm up activity. This study aims to see if an individual’s sprint performance
is improved, or hindered, because of a maximal effort warm-up activity.
Where is the study going to take place, and how long will it last?
The research procedures will be conducted at XCEL Sport Science & Fitness located at
2061 Lexington Rd, Nicholasville, KY 40356. Individual completion of the study will take
approximately 100-120-minutes of total time, and will be divided into two (2) separate visits.
Visit one will take approximately 55-60-minutes total. The screening process will take about 1015-minutes, followed by the sprint testing protocol which requires approximately 45-minutes to
complete. Visits two will occur ~48 hours after visit one, and will only consists of the sprint
testing protocol. As mentioned above, the sprint testing protocol lasts approximately 45-minutes
to complete. This study is completely voluntary and you may choose to not participate and you
may quit at any time during the study, without any negative consequences of doing so.
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What will I be asked to do?
Full participation and completion of the study will take approximately 100-120 minutes
of total time, and will be divided into two (2) separate visits. On the first visit, you will complete
a health history questionnaire (HHQ) form, consent forms for NIU and XCEL, waiver of liability
forms for XCEL, and we will also obtain some of your physical measurements (blood pressure,
height, weight, etc.), as well as a few other inclusion forms. If at any time, you are
uncomfortable with the screening you may discontinue the screening and opt not to complete the
remainder of the forms/health screening, but this will lead to your exclusion from the study for
safety precautions.
After completion of the consent and health forms, physical measurements such as height &
weight will be collected, in addition to blood pressure using a standard blood pressure cuff and
sphygmomanometer. Subjects will then be randomized into one of four groups:
Group 1: Hex-X1; subject will be performing a hex bar deadlift as their pre-sprint
exercise during the first visit, followed by the control protocol (no hex bar deadlift)
during the second visit.
Group 2: Hex-X2; subject will be performing the control warm up protocol (no hex
bar deadlift) during the first visit, followed by a hex bar deadlift as their pre-sprint
exercise during the second visit.
Group 3: Sled-X1; subject will be performing a weighted sled sprint as their presprint exercise during the first visit, followed by the control protocol (no weighted
sled sprint) during the second visit.
Group 4: Sled-X2; subject will be performing the control warm up protocol (no
weighted sled sprint) during the first visit, followed by the weighted sled sprint as
their pre-sprint exercise during the second visit.
Each trial will be separated by approximately 48 hours.
On completion of the anthropometric tests, you will be informed of the protocol that will
be used for this study, and the warm-up protocol differences between trial 1 and trial 2. You will
be instructed to carry out normal daily activities, but must refrain from organized physical
activity (recreational fitness, strength and conditioning workouts, etc.) on the nights prior to both
trial 1 and trial 2. You may also consume a normal diet, but we ask that you avoid caffeine on the
day of your testing. We also ask that you refrain from usage of alcohol prior to and in-between
testing trials, to prevent decline in performance during the sprint performance testing.
As mentioned above, this study will consist of two (2) separate trials. Trial 1 will occur
during your first visit, and trial 2 will occur during your second and final visit. These two trials
constitute the active portion of this study. You will be instructed to arrive early to your scheduled
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sessions, which will take place at XCEL Sport Science & Fitness. All measurements during the
study will be recorded using standard data tables with paper and pen materials. The sprint
performance protocols will be conducted by the NIU exercise physiology researcher(s), as well
as an experienced trainer to assist with exercise safety and professional instruction with
lifting/sprinting technique.
These exact procedures will be repeated for both trials, separated by approximately 48
hours. The only difference between trial 1 and trial 2 will be which pre-sprint conditioning
activity you perform, either the control activity (Trial A) or the PAP-loading protocol (Trial X).
This will be randomly determined following your initial screening session. After you have
finished your second sprint performance trial, you have completed your participation
requirements for the study. The exact study structure/design is displayed in Figure 1, shown
below.
Figure 1
Duration (Minutes)

Trial A

Trial X

5-minutes

Light Jog

3-minutes

Dynamic Stretches

2-minutes

Moderate Jog

3-minutes

Rest

3-minutes

Gradual/Increasing Sprints (both distance and intensity)

3-minutes

Rest

11-minutes

Control-Loading Protocol:

PAP-Loading Protocol:

Walk/Continuous movement

i. Hex Bar Dead Lift

for the same duration of the
PAP-Loading Protocol

ii. Weighted Sled Sprint

4-minutes

Pre-Performance Rest Period

1-minute

Brief Dynamic Stretches

1-minute

Brief Rest
DATA Performance 1: 40-yd sprint performance

2-minutes

Rest
DATA Performance 2: 40-yd sprint performance
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Are there reasons why I could not qualify for this study?
You may be excluded from this study if you do not meet the inclusion criteria. The
researchers will discern if you do not qualify. Participants will be excluded from participation if
they do not meet the age requirements for the study and/or if they answer “Yes” to any of the
questions in the HHQ. Participants will also be excluded if there are any health issues displayed
on the HHQ form that the investigator(s) believe will put the subject at risk by full participation
in this study. Some questions from the HHQ and inclusion form include:
-Has your doctor ever told you that you have a heart condition?
-Do you feel pain in your chest when you do physical activity?
-Do you lose your balance because of unexplained dizziness or fainting?
-Are there any other conditions that may hinder your ability to exercise?
-Do you know of any other reasons why you should not do physical activity?
In addition, all other predetermined factors will be considered that may exclude you from this
study.
What Are the possible risks and discomforts?
With any exercise, there is always a chance of a musculoskeletal injury, such as a muscle
strain or muscle soreness simply attributed to increases in movement, which leads to increases in
opportunities for muscle injury/soreness. This study involves the use of maximal effort sprints,
maximal effort weighted sled sprints, and maximal effort during a hex bar deadlift using a
calculated load ratio for each subject. With any sprinting performance, especially a sprinting
performance utilizing a weighted load, there is the potential for leg muscles to undergo various
injuries due to repeated muscle contraction. The same can be said regarding a hex bar deadlift at
approximately 85% of an individual’s 1RM, which will be determined using a calculated ratio
for each subject. Injury is always a possibility with any exercise that involves movement with an
external weight load (external, weight in addition to body weight), such as a barbell squat or hex
bar deadlift. In addition to acute muscular injuries, a subject may also experience sore muscles in
the days following completion of the testing protocols.
You must be aware that by participating in this study, you may sustain common
musculoskeletal injuries that are associated with physical activity and maximal effort sprint
performances. Subjects may also experience delayed onset muscle soreness due to the pre-sprint
conditioning activities/sprint performances, which is a normal and natural process of the human
body because of physical activity.
There are no other known potential risks associated with this study. You may, however,
experience previously unknown risk or side effects.
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Will I benefit from taking part in this study?
Benefits from this study include the opportunity to participate in academic research,
practice and experience with running a laser-timed 40-yard dash, an understanding of how your
sprint performance is affected by different warm-up activities, and the opportunity to use an elite
indoor turf facility.
Do I have to take part in this study?
If you decide to take part in the study, it should be because you want to volunteer. You
will not lose any benefits or rights you would normally have if you choose not to volunteer. You
can stop at any time during the study and keep the benefits and rights you had before
volunteering.
If I do not take part in this study, are there other choices?
If you do not want to be in the study, there are no other choices except to not take part in
the study.
What will it cost me to participate in this study?
There are no costs associated with taking part in this study, other than volunteering your
time to complete the requirements asked of you for this study. Once again, if you wish to
discontinue your participation in the study, you may do so at any point of the study without any
consequences from doing so.
Will I receive any payment or rewards for taking part in the study?
You will not receive any payment or reward for taking part in this study.
Who will see the information I give?
Your information will be combined with information from other people taking part in this
study. When we write up the study to share it with other researchers, we will write about this
combined information. You will not be identified in these written materials. Only the study
testing facilitators will have access to your information, but all information will be coded with an
ID number so your personal name will not be available.
We will make every effort to prevent anyone who is not on the research team from
knowing that you gave us personal information, or what that information is. For example, your
name will be kept separate from the information you give, and these things will be stored in
different locations, secured by locks. All digital data will be encrypted and password protected.
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Can my taking part in the study end early?
If you decide to take part in the study, you still have the right to decide at any time that
you no longer want to participate. You will not be treated differently if you decide to stop taking
part in the study.
The individuals conducting the study’s testing may need to end your participation in the
study. They may do this if you are not able to follow the directions they give you, if they find
that your participation in the study is more of a risk than benefit to you, or if the agency funding
the study decides to stop the study early for a variety of scientific reasons.

What happens if I get hurt or sick during the study?
If you believe you are hurt or if you get sick because of something that is done during the
study, you should call Cody Yates at (502) 572-6585 immediately.
It is important for you to understand that neither Northern Illinois University, nor XCEL
Sport Science & Fitness will be responsible for and/or pay for the cost of any care or treatment
that might be necessary because you get hurt or sick while taking part in this study. That cost
will be your responsibility. Also, neither Northern Illinois University, nor XCEL Sport Science
& Fitness will be responsible for and/or pay for any wages you may lose if you are harmed by
this study. Usually, medical costs that result from research-related harm cannot be included as
regular medical costs. You should ask your insurer if you have any questions about your
insurer’s willingness to pay under these circumstances.
What if I have questions?
Before you decide whether to accept this invitation to take part in the study, please ask
any questions that might come to mind now. Upon request, we can give you a copy of any
health/consent documentation completed during this screening process. It is also your
responsibility to write down, or save the investigator’s contact information by getting a copy of
the consent documentation, or by writing the information down prior to signing and turning in
this consent form. Later, if you have questions about the study, you can contact the investigator,
Cody Yates at (502) 572-6585.
What else do I need to know?
You will be told if any new information is learned which may affect your condition or
influence your willingness to continue taking part in this study.

I have thoroughly read this document, understand its content, have been given an opportunity
to have my questions answered, and agree to participate in this research project. By signing
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this consent form I understand that I give consent to Northern Illinois University/XCEL Sport
Science & Fitness for my full participation in this study.

___________________________________________
Signature of person agreeing to take part in the study

__________________________
Date

___________________________________________
__________________________
Parent/guardian signature if subject is under 18
Date
(under 18-years-old at the time this consent form is signed)

___________________________________
Printed name of person taking part in the study
(And parent name if under 18-years-old)

___________________________________

___________________________________________
Name of person providing information to subject
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Postactivation Potentiation Sprint Performance 2017 – Inclusion Form
Effects of postactivation potentiation on subsequent 40-yard sprint performance for 16-23-yearold male athletes
Date:_____________ Name:_____________________________ Subject ID:______________
Inclusion Criteria:
Are you a healthy male between the ages of 16-23?

Yes

No

Are you currently a high-school/college athlete?
(High school/college team, or competitive club team)

Yes

No

Are you familiar with a 40-yard/60-yard dash?

Yes

No

Exclusion Criteria:
Any past lower extremity injuries that would affect the results? *

Yes

No

Any past upper extremity injuries that would affect the results? *

Yes

No

Have you ever been instructed by a health professional to avoid maximal
effort participation in physical activity, such as sprinting/running?

Yes

No

Have you failed to meet any physical health requirements for high school Yes
and/or collegiate sports without medical clearance?
Any history of illness or disease that would affect study outcomes? *
Yes

No
No

*If answered YES, the decision to exclude will be made by the PI after a full disclosure by the subject

If any injuries reported, please explain:

_____________________________

_____/_____/__________

Signature of participant completing form

Month

__________________
Initials of researcher completing the screening

Day

Year
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XCEL Sport Science & Fitness Consent Form
Informed Consent for Participating in Testing and Training for the Speed Development/Athletic
Development Programs
Explanation of the Exercise Tests and Training Programs
I understand that I may be performing a series of physical ability tests to assess my current athletic abilities.
These tests require that I give an all-out effort. I understand that I will be engaging in various training sessions to improve
running speed, agility, power, strength, body composition and sports specific movements.

Risks and Discomforts
The possibility does exist that I may become injured during the testing and/or training. That is, I may develop
muscle sprain or strain or muscle soreness during or after the testing and/or training periods. It is likely that I will
experience delayed onset of muscle soreness. This soreness is common for athletes beginning an exercise program and
has no long-term consequences to my health. In very rare instances I could experience abnormal blood pressure, fainting,
disorders of the heartbeat, heart attack, stroke and even death. Every effort will be made to minimize these abnormalities
by observation during the workouts. Emergency procedures and trained lab personnel are available to deal with any
unusual situation that may arise.

Benefits to be Expected
I may improve my functional capacity and physical abilities in the basic constructs of sport performance.
Improvements in running speed, power, strength, agility, balance, anaerobic and aerobic power, and body composition
may become evident.

Confidentiality
My data may be used by Xcel Sport Science & Fitness to serve as a comparison for me and in research reports
and presentations. However, my identity will not be associated with such reports. With my knowledge I understand that
Xcel Sport Science &Fitness reserves the right to take and use photographs for promotional purposes with my consent.

Inquiries
Any questions about the procedures used in the testing and/or exercise training sessions are encouraged. If I
have any doubts or questions, I am encouraged to ask for further explanations. I also acknowledge that Xcel Sport Science
& Fitness is relying on all information provided by me about my current physical condition to be true and correct.
Refund Policy:
In the event that the client cannot complete the program due to legitimate medical reasons, a pro-rated refund
will be given. This refund will be for legitimate medical reasons only and must accompany a written refund request and a
letter from the doctor. The un-used training sessions can be used at a later date or transferred.
Cancelation Policy:
1. If you are scheduled for a training session and you fail to call and cancel your appointment then you will be charged
for the training session.
a. If you cancel an appointment and do not give Xcel Sport Science & Fitness 24 hours notice, you will be charged
for your session.
b. You may reschedule your appointment for later that day if a time is available.
2. If you are late for an appointment you will be trained the amount of time left in your training session and charged the
entire amount for that session.
3. It is not XCEL’s responsibility to coordinate scheduling for athletes participating in the Team Package. It is up to the
athletes themselves, their parents, or the contact person to agree upon days and times to schedule their training
sessions.
If one athlete needs to cancel a training session, it is his/her responsibility to inform both XCEL and the other
athlete(s). If the athlete who cancels wishes to make up the session they may do so at the regular 1-on-1 cost.
4. For cancellations that need to be made after hours or on weekends, you may contact Xcel Sport Science & Fitness
voice mail service at (859) 881-0524. Please remember to leave your name and dates of the appointment(s) you wish
to cancel. Xcel Sports Science & Fitness voice system will time and date stamp your message.
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Freedom of Consent
I have read this form and I understand the test procedures and training protocols that I will perform. My
permission to perform the tests and/or training is voluntary. I freely consent to participate voluntarily in all of the
described physical ability tests and/or training. I understand that I may stop the individual tests and/or training sessions
at any time.

(Signature of Participant)

(Date)

(Signature of Parent: If under 18 years of age)

(Date)

XCEL SPORT SCIENCE & FITNESS
MEDICAL HISTORY FORM
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Please answer all of the following questions. Please circle either YES or NO for each question and then
explain every “YES” answer in the space provided.
FAMILY HISTORY
Has anyone in your immediate family had any of the following:
EXPLANATION
Heart Disease
YES NO
High Blood Pressure
YES NO
___________________________
Sudden Death (before 50) YES NO
Stroke
YES NO ___________________________
Epilepsy
YES NO
Diabetes
YES NO ___________________________
Cancer
YES NO
Tuberculosis
YES NO
___________________________
Migraine Headaches
YES NO
Asthma
YES NO
___________________________
PERSONAL HISTORY EXPLANATION
1. Have you ever passed out during or after exercise?
Have you ever been dizzy or lightheaded during or after exercise?
Have you ever had chest pain during or after exercise?
___________________________
Have you ever had shortness of breath during or after exercise?
___________________________
Have you ever had high or low blood pressure?
___________________________
Have you ever been told that you have a heart murmur?
___________________________
Have you ever had a racing heart or skipped heartbeats?

YES NO ___________________________
YES NO ___________________________
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO ___________________________

2. Have you ever been diagnosed with asthma and/or
exercised induced asthma?

YES NO ___________________________

3. Have you ever been diagnosed with diabetes or hypoglycemia?

YES NO ___________________________

4. Have you ever injured (sprained, strained, dislocated, fractured, or had repeated swelling) any of the following:
EXPLANATION
Head/Face/Neck
YES NO _____________________________________________________________
YES NO _____________________________________________________________
Shoulder
YES NO
_____________________________________________________________
Elbow
YES NO
_____________________________________________________________
Wrist/Hand/Fingers
YES NO
_____________________________________________________________
Back
YES NO
_____________________________________________________________
Hip/Thigh
YES NO
_____________________________________________________________
Knee
YES NO
_____________________________________________________________
Ankle/Shin/Calf
YES NO
_____________________________________________________________
Foot/Toes
YES NO
_____________________________________________________________
5. Name any recent injuries or illnesses which resulted in surgery or hospitalization:

Chest
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__________________________________________________________________________________________________
____
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
____
6. Have you ever been advised to wear a brace during exercise?

YES NO

7. Are you currently taking ANY MEDICATION on a daily basis?
If, YES, please list the medication and the conditions you are taking it for:
________________________________________ _______________________________________________

YES NO

8. Are you allergic to anything? (Medications, Food, Environmental, Insect Bite/Sting, Etc.)
YES NO
If, YES, please list everything you are allergic to:
_______________________________________________ _______________________________________________

Any medical information withheld, incomplete, or incorrect relieves XCEL Sport Science & Fitness from all
medical and legal liability. I understand the above statement and the preceding questions have been
answered completely and truthfully to the best of my knowledge.
Signature (parent if under 18)__________________________________ Date _____________________

Appendix D
Research Flyer, Instructions, and Sign-Up
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Research Study Participants Needed
Where : XCEL Sport Science & Fitness
For: Northern Illinois University – Exercise Physiology Research

Are you a male athlete between the ages of 16-23?
Are you familiar with laser timed 40-yard/60-yard sprints?
Do you want to have your sprint timed using a laser system?

Effects of postactivation potentiation on subsequent
40-yard sprint performance in 16-23-year-old male
athletes
Studying the effects of different warm-ups on 40-yard sprint times

All you do is warm up, and run two 40-yard sprints!
Participate in research, help us collect data, practice your
40-yard dash and/or 60-yard dash start & running form.
Two Visits – Less than 2 hours total

Contact Cody Yates at the email/phone below
Email: cyates2@niu.edu
Phone: (502) 572-6585
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Effects of postactivation potentiation on subsequent 40-yard sprint
performance in 16- to 23-year-old male athletes
Participant Sign-Up Sheet 2017

Name: (Please Print Clearly)

Age

Email address
&
Phone Number
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PAP and Sprint Performance Study – Interview Screening
Effects of postactivation potentiation on subsequent 40-yard sprint performance in
16- to 23-year-old male athletes
You have agreed to participate in our research study titled the “Effects of postactivation
potentiation on subsequent 40-yard sprint performance in 16-23-year-old male athletes”.
The study will take approximately 100-120-minutes of total time, and will be divided into
2 separate visits. On the first visit, you will complete health history forms, consent forms,
waiver of liability forms, and we will also obtain some measurements from you (blood
pressure, height, weight, etc.), as well as a few other inclusion forms. Visit one will take
approximately 55-60-minutes total. The screening process will take about 10-15-minutes,
followed by the sprint testing protocol which requires approximately 45-minutes to
complete. Visits two will occur ~48 hours after visit one, and will only consists of the
sprint testing protocol. As mentioned above, the sprint testing protocol lasts
approximately 45-minutes to complete. This study is completely voluntary and you may
choose to not participate and you may quit at any time during the study, without any
negative consequences of doing so. Does this sound like something you would like to
volunteer for?

Begin by either setting up an appointment or being the screening process.
Appointment: Check the time slots and confirm a time.
Send an email reminder message one day before visit.

Screening Order:
1. Consent Form
2. Inclusion Form
3. HHQ Form
4. Blood pressure & other health measures
5. XCEL Consent/Health Forms
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Pre-Testing Instructions

Effects of postactivation potentiation on subsequent 40-yard sprint
performance in 16- to 23-year-old male athletes
Hydration:
Please make sure to be fully hydrated before coming to XCEL Sport Science & Fitness for both
sprint performance trials. This will enable your body to respond to the exercise protocol
properly, without dehydration concerns.
You should consume 3-4 cups of water within 2 hours prior to testing
Food Intake:
Do not consume caffeine on the day of your testing.
Please refrain from eating a large meal within 2 hours prior to testing because it could alter the
body’s response to the dribbling tasks. It is also important to refrain from alcohol consumption
the night before your trial 1 and trial 2 testing protocols.
A small snack will be fine if needed.
Exercise:
Please try to refrain from any intense exercise within 12 hours of testing. Easy to moderate
exercise can be performed if needed.
But, if possible refrain from all exercise for 12 hours before testing.
Clothing:
Make sure to wear clothes that are conducive to exercise movements, especially sprinting and
squatting movements. You do not want to wear any clothing that restricts lower extremity, torso,
or upper limb movement. You also need to wear similar style athletic clothing for both trials to
ensure consistency with your testing.

Visit 1:
Screening – consent – study procedure explanation
Sprint testing protocol – Trial 1
Visit 2:
Sprint testing protocol – Trial 2

Appendix E
Data Collection Forms
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Subject Demographics – PAP and Sprint Performance Study – 2017
Subject ID:_____________________

Included

or

Excluded

Age: ______

Date:______________

(circle one)

If Excluded, Why?

Forms Checklist:
Consent:

Yes

(circle yes, or no)
No

HHQ:

Yes

No

XCEL Consent and Heath Forms:

Yes

No

Inclusion/Exclusion:

Yes

No

Baseline Measurements:
1. Blood Pressure: ______________ mmHg
2. Blood Pressure: ______________ mmHg (if needed)

Height: _______________ cm
Weight: _______________ kg

Current Sport Participation: (Include preparation for any skill assessment combines/showcases)
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Sprint Performance Testing – Data Sheet
Subject ID: _____________________
Testing Group:

Hex-X1

Age: ______
Hex-X2

Sled-X1

Warm-Up Checklist for Trial A & Trial X
Check for Trial: Duration (Minutes)
A

Date: ______________
Sled-X2

Warm-Up Task

X
5-minutes

Light Jog

3-minutes

Dynamic Stretches

2-minutes

Moderate Jog

3-minutes

Rest

3-minutes

Gradual/Increasing Sprints

3-minutes

Rest

Subject Weight: __________ lbs
PAP-load
i.) Hex Bar Deadlift
Est 1 RM*: ________ lbs

Set 1

Set 2

Set 3

Set 4

75% 1RM

80% 1RM

85% 1RM

_________ lbs

_________ lbs

_________ lbs

10 Reps

10 Reps

8 Reps

6 Reps

25lb

25% of BW

50% of BW

50% of BW

_________ lbs

_________ lbs

_________ lbs

15-yards

15-yards

15-yards

50-lb hex bar

ii.) Sled Sprint
15-yards

*Calculated Ratio
The Hex Bar Deadlift 1 repetition max (1RM) will be estimated as exactly 1.5x the subject’s
body weight. This 1RM amount is then utilized to determine each subject’s 10RM (75% of
1RM), 8RM (80% of 1RM), and 6RM (85% of 1RM) using the National Strength and
Conditioning Association (NSCA) training load chart.
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Trial X: (3-minute rest intervals between sets)
PAP-Load
Hex Bar DL
or
Sled Sprint

Set 1

Set 2

Set 3

Set 4

_________ lbs

_________ lbs

_________ lbs

_________ lbs

Check when complete:

Trial A:
Continue active movement for ~11-minutes

40-Yard Sprint Performances:
Trial
Visit (1 or 2)
Baseline Sprint
Performance

Sprint Performance
1

Sprint Performance
2

Trial A:

_________

________ seconds

________ seconds

________ seconds

Trial X:

_________

________ seconds

________ seconds

________ seconds

Appendix F
Detailed Study Design
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Duration (Minutes)

Trial A

Trial X

5-minutes

Light Jog

3-minutes

Dynamic Stretches

2-minutes

Moderate Jog

3-minutes

Rest

3-minutes

Gradual/Increasing Sprints (both distance and intensity)

3-minutes

Rest

11-minutes

Control-Loading Protocol:

PAP-Loading Protocol:

Walk/Continuous movement

i. Hex Bar Dead Lift

for the same duration of the
PAP-Loading Protocol

ii. Weighted Sled Sprint

4-minutes

Pre-Performance Rest Period

1-minute

Brief Dynamic Stretches

1-minute

Brief Rest
DATA Performance 1: 40-yd sprint performance

2-minutes

Rest
DATA Performance 2: 40-yd sprint performance

*Exact explanations for specific movements, distances, durations, and rest
intervals are detailed on the next few pages.

Detailed Warm-Up Specifications
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Light Jog (5-minutes):
1-minute: Jog 120-yards (40-yards down, 40-yards back – 80-yards; complete 1.5 times)
-IF the subject completes the 160-yard jog in under 1-minute, the subject will
remain standing/resting for any additional time remaining for this 1-minute
period.
1-minute: Walk 40-yards
-IF the subject completes the 80-yard walk in under 1-minute, the subject will
remain standing/resting for any additional time remaining for this 1-minute
period.
2-minutes: Jog 240-yards (40-yards down, 40-yards back – 80-yards; complete three times)
-IF the subject completes the 240-yard jog in under 2-minutes, the subject will
remain standing/resting for any additional time remaining for this 2-minute
period.
1-minute: Walk 80-yards
-IF the subject completes the 80-yard walk in under 1-minute, the subject will
remain standing/resting for any additional time remaining for this 1-minute
period.
Dynamic Stretches (3-minutes):
1-minute: 20-yard lunge with twist, 20-yard high knees (quads, calves, hip flexors, hip extensors)
1-minute: 40-yard alternating straight-leg kicks – 20-yards down, 20-yard back (hamstrings)
1-minute: 40-yard side-to-side shuffle, with toe touches (hip flexors, hip extensors, groin, ankles)
Explanation: (20-yards down, 20-yards back – 40-yards total)
First 20-yards (20-yards down) – Subject will perform a shuffling motion with the right foot
leading and parallel with the 20-yard mark, and the left foot trailing and parallel with the
starting point. After each shuffling motion subject will take left hand down to right toe/ankle,
followed by right hand to left toe/ankle. Once the subject has completed the shuffle and
toe/ankle touch, the subject will repeat the motion until the 20-yard mark is reached.
Second 20-yards (20-yards back) – Subject will perform a shuffling motion with the left foot
leading and parallel with the 20-yard mark, and the right foot trailing and parallel with the
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starting point. After each shuffling motion the subject will take the right hand down to the
left toe/ankle, followed by the left hand to the right toe/ankle. Once the subject has
completed the shuffle and toe/ankle touch, the subject will repeat the motion until the 20yard mark is reached.
Moderate Jog (2-minutes):
1-minute: 160-yards (40-yards down, 40-yards back – 80-yards; complete 2 times)
1-minute: 40-yards (20-yards down, 20-yards back – 40-yards total)
Brief Rest (3-minutes): (subject allowed to drink water if necessary during rest)
2-minutes of active rest: slowly walking next to researcher/investigator at approximately 2.5 mph
1-minute of passive, seated rest: subject will sit for 1-mintue prior to beginning
gradual/increasing warm-up sprints.
Gradual/Increasing Sprints – increasing the % effort and distance of sprints (3 minutes):
15-yards at self-determined 50% effort
15-yards at self-determined 50% effort
15-yards at self-determined 75% effort
15-yards at self-determine 75% effort
Rest (3-minutes): (subject allowed to drink water if necessary during rest)
2-minute of active rest: slowly walking next to researcher/investigator at approximately 2.5 mph
1-minute of passive, seated rest: subject will sit for 1-mintue prior to beginning either the
control-loading protocol or the PAP-loading protocol.
Control/PAP-loading Protocols: (See Appendix C-E, and F)
Pre-performance rest period #1 (4-minutes): (allowed to drink water if necessary during rest)
1-minute of active rest: slowly walking next to researcher/investigator at approximately 2.5 mph
3-minutes of passive, seated rest: subject will sit for 3-mintues prior to doing dynamic stretches
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Dynamic movements (1-minute):
30-seconds: 20-yard high knees (quads, calves, hip flexors, hip extensors)
30-second: 20-yard alternating straight-leg kicks – 20-yards down, 20-yard back (hamstrings)
Pre-performance rest period #2 (1-minute): (no water allowed)
1-minute of active rest: slowly walking next to researcher/investigator at approximately 2.5 mph
40-yard sprint performance #1 (4-6 seconds):
Subject will run sprint performance #1, timed by laser motion timing sensors.
Pre-performance rest period #3 (2-minutes): (allowed to drink water if necessary during rest)
1-minute of active rest: slowly walking next to researcher/investigator at approximately 2.5 mph
1-minute of passive, seated rest: subject will sit for 1-mintue prior to beginning 40-yard sprint
performance #2.
40-yard sprint performance #1 (4-6 seconds):
Subject will run sprint performance #2, timed by laser motion timing sensors.
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Hex Bar Deadlift and Weighted Sled Sprint – Percent Loads
PAP-load

Set 1

Set 2

Set 3

Set 4

75% 1RM

80% 1RM

85% 1RM

calculated ratio*

calculated ratio*

calculated ratio*

5 Reps

10 Reps

8 Reps

6 Reps

25lb

25% of BW

50% of BW

50% of BW

15-yards

15-yards

15-yards

15-yards

50-lb hex bar
i.) Hex Bar Deadlift

ii.) Sled Sprint

*Calculated Ratio
For this study, the Hex Bar Deadlift 1 repetition max (1RM) was estimated as exactly 1.5x the
subject’s body weight. This 1RM amount was then utilized to determine each subject’s 10RM
(75% of 1RM), 8RM (80% of 1RM), and 6RM (85% of 1RM) using the National Strength and
Conditioning Association (NSCA) training load chart.
Hex bar deadlift (HBD) ratios were determined using an estimated 1RM based on the
subjects’ body weight. Each subject’s 1RM was estimated as exactly 1.5 times their body weight.
This protocol was used instead of a baseline testing protocol to determine each subject’s actual
1RM for multiple reasons. The first, subject inclusion required participation as an athlete for a
high-school, university, or competitive club team. Therefore, each subject had the possibility of
participating in this study during the competition season, preseason, or offseason period of each
respective sport. Using an estimated 1RM based on 1.5x each subject’s body weight enabled
rapid determination of HBD loads without the risk of varied performance levels from week to
week due to a subject’s competition schedule. An example of a potential variation in a subject’s
performance level would include a decrease in physiological capabilities following a weekend,
or multiple days of intense competitive performance for the subject’s respective sport.
Additionally, using the 48-hour test-retest design enabled consistency for subject performance.
The consistency of testing trial A and trial X within 48-hours is achieved through the elimination
of potential decreases/increases in performance caused by a subject’s sport practice and/or
competition schedule. All subjects completed this study during a period of rest, at least 3 days
removed from sport performance/competition. The estimated 1RM used for this study also
prevented situations of subjects exerting maximal effort deadlifts until failure for true
determination of 1RM. Thus, the estimated 1RM based on body weight was done for subject
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safety, subject convenience, while rapidly establishing calculated loads to maximize the number
of participants included in this study.
HBD was selected as a PAP-loading protocol to enhance the consistency of range of
motion movements between subjects. Straight bar deadlift (SBD) and back squat (BS) were
considered, but due to individual variations in SBD and BS kinematics it was determined that the
HBD would provide the best overall PAP-loading protocol. This is attributed to ease of repetition
completion, equipment convenience, and safety considerations. Utilization of the SBD or BS
require specific joint angle specifications which constitute a successful or unsuccessful
repetition. This requires specific, predetermined guidelines to ensure each subject performs every
repetition with the same joint angles, spinal posture, and ranges of motion. More specifically, the
guidelines require a specific squat depth for BS, and a specific bar height specification
synchronized with erect joint angles for SBD (Swinton et al., 2011). Based on the multitude of
deviating factors for the SBD and BS, it is necessary to implement a PAP-loading protocol that
can be completed with minimal inter-subject variation. The HBD provides a PAP-loading
protocol that promotes postural stability, as well as subject safety through reductions in the stress
placed on the lumbar spine, and lower extremities. Swinton et al. (2011) analyzed the kinematics
of HBD and SBD in nineteen male power lifters. The results demonstrated that the hexagonal bar
provided a structural design enabling reductions in the resistance moment for the HBD (p <
0.05); furthermore, the HBD resulted in lower peak net joint moments for the lumbar spine, hip,
and ankle compared to the SBD (p < 0.05). The reduction in joint net moment indicates more
emphasis in activation of the quadriceps for the HBD in association with the reductions of torque
placed on the lumbar spine, hips, and ankles (Beardsley, 2016; Swinton et al., 2011). These
findings were further supported by Stewart and Stewart-Menteth (2008), indicating that the HBD
is a safer alternative to the SBD. This is due to the enhanced mechanical positioning elicited with
the HBD, conjointly providing a more effective PAP-loading exercise. This is primarily
attributed to the mitigation of stress placed upon the lumbar spine, decreased activation of the
erector spinae, and increased power output for the HBD compared to the SBD (Stewart &
Stewart-Menteth, 2008).
The use of plyometric movements, explosive exercises, and resistance training using
heavy loads (e.g. back squat, straight bar dead lift, leg press) have been thoroughly investigated
as PAP-loading conditioning activities. Although these movements demonstrate neuromuscular
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potentiation for subsequent sprint performances, the movements exhibit variability within PAPloading sprint performance studies. The differentiating conclusions can potentially be accredited
to deviations between the muscular contractions used for the PAP-loading conditioning activities
and the testing exercise performance (Winwood et al., 2016). Healy and Comyns (2017)
reviewed the primary PAP-loading protocols used to induce acute potentiation of muscular
contractile properties, enhancing subsequent sprint performance. Based on PAP-loading
protocols only designed to acutely enhance sprint performances, there is a lack of research
analyzing weighted sled sprints (WSS) as a PAP-loading protocol to acutely enhance subsequent
sprint performances (Fisher, 2013; Healy & Comyns, 2017; Winwood et al., 2016). Other
research regarding resisted sprints/weighted sled sprints, not previously discussed, primarily
investigate the long-term alterations in sprint kinematics and sprint performance (Healy &
Comyns, 2017; Lockie et al., 2003; Wilson, 2014).
Lockie et al. (2003) determined that WSS should be calculated at ~10-15% of an
individual’s BW, with decreases in sprint performance and kinematics occurring at sled sprint
loads > 20% of BW. However, this study was designed to quantify biomechanical alterations
during WSS, not specifically targeting acute alterations in sprint performance following a WSS
PAP-loading protocol. Therefore, it is expected that biomechanical alterations would occur with
relatively low %BW for WSS. Additionally, other studies have performed similar research
pertaining to the biomechanical and performance effects from WSS at ~10-20% BW. These
studies primarily target the use of long-term WSS believed to enhance running mechanics
through increases in horizontal lean during sprint acceleration (Fisher, 2013; Lockie et al., 2012;
Lockie et al., 2003; Swinton et al., 2011; Wilson, 2014). Lockie et al. (2012) specifically
investigated the long-term effects of WSS at 12.6% BW over a 6-week period. This study
determined lower %BW loaded sled sprints improve sprint performance over the first 10-m,
coinciding with previous biomechanical analysis for long-term adaptations in sprint mechanics
(Wilson, 2014). The use of WSS > 20% of BW, to acutely enhance sprint performance as a PAPloading protocol, have not received extensive investigation. Based on the author’s knowledge,
there are only a few studies specifically analyzing the use of WSS > 20% BW as a PAP-loading
protocol to acutely enhance subsequent sprint performance (Craythorne, 2013; Fisher, 2013;
Wilson, 2014; Winwood et al., 2016).
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The use of WSS to induce potentiation for subsequent sprint performances demonstrated
no evidence of acute enhancement of sprint performance using WSS loads of 25-30% BW
(Healy & Comyns, 2017; Whelan et al., 2014). Whelan et al. (2014) reported that WSS of 2530% BW did not provide potentiating effects for sprint performance, however this may be due to
various physiological limitations to the design of the study. The limitations primarily reside
within the use of 90-second rest intervals between sets of WSS. Kraemer (1997) established that
rest intervals < 3-minutes do not enable continued performance of conditioning activities (de
Salles et al., 2009). Therefore, it would be advantageous to utilize 3-5-minute rest intervals
between sets of WSS conditioning activities. Winwood et al. (2016) assessed heavier loads for
WSS as a PAP-loading protocol, with the use of both 75% and 150% BW. This study found
statistical significance with the use of WSS of 75% BW on improvements in subsequent 15-m
sprint performance. Additionally, small positive effects were displayed for the WSS of 75% BW
at 5-, 10-, and 15-m sprint performances (Winwood et al., 2016). There were no differences in
sprint performance for WSS of 150% BW. Based on the previously mentioned studies it can be
determined that the use of WSS of 30-75% BW require further investigation as an PAP-loading
protocols implemented to acutely enhance sprint performance. Fisher (2013) investigated various
WSS loads of 12.5kg, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% BW as PAP-loading protocols. This study
specifically analyzed individual-based responses of four university level sprinters using the WSS
PAP-loading protocols. All participants demonstrated at least one WSS load (%BW) which
elicited a worthwhile improvement in sprint performances (Fisher, 2013). Although participants
demonstrated variations in positive responses dependent on WSS load (% BW), the use of a
WSS at 50% BW provided improved sprint performances for three of the four subjects, for both
10- and 20-m sprint performances. The only subject that did not demonstrate improved sprint
performance with the WSS at 50% BW displayed no change between the control sprint trial and
the WSS at 50% BW PAP-loading protocol trial (Fisher, 2013).
Based on the failure to elicit positive responses in sprint performance with the use of a
WSS at 25-30% BW it is necessary to further investigate heavier loaded WSS to determine the
acute effects of WSS on subsequent sprint performances (Healy & Comyns, 2017; Whelan et al.,
2014). Additionally, the small positive responses demonstrated with the use of WSS at 50%BW
may possess the necessary resistance to acutely enhance sprint performance when preceded by
the WSS at 50% as the PAP-loading protocol (Fisher, 2013). After reviewing the literature for
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WSS at heavier loads (%BW), the current study determined that WSS at 50% BW would be used
as the WSS PAP-loading protocol intended to induce increased 40-yard dash sprint
performances.

Appendix G
Motion Start Timing System Diagram
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Motion Start Timing System Diagram – 40-yard sprint performance

